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Introduction1 

Confidential data in computers and information systems, 
including those used by attorneys and law firms, faces greater 
security threats today than ever before. And they continue to 
grow! They take a variety of forms, ranging from e-mail phishing 
scams and social engineering attacks to sophisticated technical 
exploits resulting in long term intrusions into law firm networks. 
They also include lost or stolen laptops, tablets, smartphones, 
and USB drives, as well as inside threats - malicious, untrained, 
inattentive, and even bored personnel.  

These threats are a particular concern to attorneys because of their duty of confidentiality. 
Attorneys have ethical and common law duties to take competent and reasonable measures to 
safeguard information relating to clients. They also often have contractual and regulatory duties 
to protect client information and other types of confidential information. 

Effective information security requires an ongoing, comprehensive process that addresses 
people, policies and procedures, and technology, including training. It also requires an 
understanding that security is everyone’s responsibility and constant security awareness by all 
users of technology. 

1. The Threats 

For years, technology attorneys and information security professionals warned lawyers that it 
was not a question of whether law firms would become victims of successful hacking attacks - it 
was a matter of when. They pointed to numerous law firm incidents of dishonest insiders and 
lost or stolen laptops and portable media, but there were not disclosed incidents of successful 
hacking attacks. It has now reached the “when” – over the last several years, there have been 
increasing reports in the popular, legal, and security media of successful attacks on attorneys and 
law firms. They have occurred and are occurring - and attorneys and law firms need to 
comprehensively address security. 

Breaches are becoming so prevalent that there is a new mantra in cybersecurity today – it’s 
“when not if” a law firm or other entity will suffer a breach. Robert Mueller, then the FBI Director, 
put it this way in an address at a major information security conference in 2012: 

I am convinced that there are only two types of companies: those that have been 
hacked and those that will be. And even they are converging into one category: 
companies that have been hacked and will be hacked again.   

                                                           
1  Parts of this paper are adapted from prior materials prepared by the author, including David G. Ries, 
“Safeguarding Confidential Data: Your Ethical and Legal Obligations,” Law Practice (July/August 2010) and 
David G. Ries, “Cybersecurity for Attorneys: Understanding the Ethical Obligations,” Law Practice TODAY 
(March 2012). This paper is an overview. For more detailed information, see Sharon D. Nelson, David G. 
Ries and John W. Simek, Locked Down: Practical Information Security for Attorneys, Second Edition 
(American Bar Association 2016) and the other materials listed in the Additional Information section. 



 

 

This observation is true for attorneys and law firms as well as companies. 

Outside Attacks 

Law firms are considered by attackers to be “one stop shops” for attackers because they have 
high value information that is well organized, often with weaker security than clients. Hackers 
target money, personally identifiable information that can be converted to money, client 
business strategy, intellectual property and technology, and information about deals and 
litigation. Threat actors include cybercriminals, hackers, governments, hactivists (with political 
agendas), and insiders. 

As a recent article explained it:2 

Ask hackers why they attack law firms, and their reply - to riff on bank robber 
Willie Sutton's famous quip - would no doubt be: "Because that's where the 
secrets are." 

A December 2009 FBI alert warned that law firms and public relations firms were being targeted 
with spear phishing e-mails3 containing malicious payloads.4 In January 2010, the FBI issued 
another alert, this time warning law firms about counterfeit check schemes that used e-mails to 
lure them into relationships with fraudulent overseas “clients.”5 

The news reports of law firm breaches started with a February, 2010, Wired Magazine article 
that reported on advanced persistent threats (APTs), a particularly nasty form of sophisticated 
and extended hacking attack. It discussed an example of a 2008 APT attack on a law firm that was 
representing a client in Chinese litigation:6 

The attackers were in the firm’s network for a year before the firm learned from 
law enforcement that it had been hacked. By then, the intruders harvested 
thousands of e-mails and attachments from mail servers. They also had access to 
every other server, desktop workstation and laptop on the firm’s network. 

This attack was investigated by Mandiant, a leading information security firm that specializes in 
investigation of data breaches.7 Mandiant discovered that the network had been breached for 
more than a year before the law firm was tipped off to the breach by law enforcement. They 
could not determine the initial attack vector because the law firm did not have system logs 

                                                           
2   Matthew J. Schwartz, “Cyberattacks: Why Law Firms Are Under Fire,” infoRisk Today (April 7, 2016). 

3  “Spear phishing” is fraudulent e-mail that falsely appears to be from a trusted source and targets a 
specific organization or individual, seeking unauthorized access to confidential data, often log on 
credentials. 

4  FBI Release, “Spear Phishing E-mails Target U.S. Law Firms and Public Relations Firms” (November 17, 
2009). 
5  FBI Release, “New Twist on Counterfeit Check Schemes Targeting U.S. Law Firms” (January 21, 2010) 

6  Kim Zetter, “Report Details Hacks Targeting Google, Others,” Wired Magazine (February 3, 2010). 

7  See Mandiant’s M-Trends 2010 The Advanced Persistent Threat),  
www.fireeye.com/current-threats/annual-threat-report.html. 



 

 

available. The intruders at the law firm were able to obtain more than 30 sets of user credentials, 
compromise approximately three dozen workstations, and gain full access to all servers and 
computers on the network for an extended time.  

A National Law Journal article in March, 2010, reported that Mandiant assisted over 50 law firms 
after security breaches.8 A Mandiant forensics specialist stated in an interview that Mandiant 
spent approximately 10% of its time in 2010 investigating data breaches at law firms.9 

The same month, an article in the San Francisco Chronicle, “Law Firms Are Lucrative Targets of 
Cyberscams,” discussed recent attacks on attorneys, ranging from phishing scams to deep 
intrusions into law firm networks to steal lawsuit-related information.10 It reported: 

Security experts said criminals gain access into law firms’ networks using highly 
tailored schemes to trick attorneys into downloading customized malware into 
their computers. It is not uncommon for them to remain undetected for long 
periods of time and come and go as they please, they said. 

In November, 2011, the FBI held a meeting for the 200 largest law firms in New York to advise 
them about the increasing number of attacks. Bloomberg News reported: 11 

Over snacks in a large meeting room, the FBI issued a warning to the lawyers: 
Hackers see attorneys as a back door to the valuable data of their corporate 
clients. 

“We told them they need a diagram of their network; they need to know how 
computer logs are kept,” Galligan [the head of the FBI cyber division in New York 
City] said of the meeting. “Some were really well prepared; others didn’t know 
what we were talking about.” 

Successful attacks on law firms have continued. Bloomberg News published “China-Based 
Hackers Target Law Firms to Get Secret Deal Data” in January, 2012.12 It described a group of 
major hacking incidents in which attackers successfully targeted 7 Canadian law firms and 2 

                                                           
8  Karen Sloan, “Firms Slow to Awaken to Cybersecurity Threat,” The National Law Journal (March 8, 
2010) www.nationallawjournal.com/id=1202445679728?slreturn=20140103163537.  

9  Kelly Jackson, “Law Firms under Siege,” Dark Reading (April 6, 2011)  
www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/law-firms-under-siege/229401089.  

10  Alejandro Martínez-Cabrera, “Law Firms Are Lucrative Targets of Cyberscams,” San Francisco Chronicle 
(March 20, 2010). 

11  Michael A. Riley and Sophia Pearson, “China-Based Hackers Target Law Firms to Get Secret Deal Data” 

Bloomberg News (January 31, 2012). 

www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-01-31/china-based-hackers-target-law-firms.html 

 

12  Id.  



 

 

Canadian government agencies to get information about a transaction involving the sale of 
potash mines in Western Canada. 

The SANS Institute, a highly regarded information security research, 
education, and certification organization, has published an interview with 
the managing partner and IT partner of a New York law firm that had been 
hacked.13 The attorneys said that the FBI told the law firm that “our files 
had been found on a server in another country. The server was used as a 
way station for sending data to a large Asian country.” It was “all our files.” 

Effective information security is now a requirement for attorneys.  In June, 
2012, the Wall Street Journal published “Client Secrets at Risk as Hackers 

Target Law Firms.”14 It started with: 

Think knowing how to draft a contract, file a motion on time and keep your mouth 
shut fulfills your lawyerly obligations of competence and confidentiality? 

Not these days. Cyberattacks against law firms are on the rise, and that means 
attorneys who want to protect their clients’ secrets are having to reboot their 
skills for the digital age. 

Security threats to law firms continue to grow. In February, 2013, an FBI agent gave a keynote 
presentation on law firm security threats at LegalTech New York.  In an article reporting on it, the 
special agent in charge of the FBI’s cyber operations in New York City is quoted as stating:15 

“We have hundreds of law firms that we see increasingly being targeted by 
hackers. …We all understand that the cyberthreat is our next great challenge. 
Cyber intrusions are all over the place, they’re dangerous, and they’re much more 
sophisticated” than they were just a few years ago.   

In August, 2013, ILTA (the International Legal Technology Association) presented "The FBI and 
Experts Present Security Updates and Strategies for Firms of All Sizes" at its Annual Education 
Conference. An FBI speaker called the cyberattacks “a paradigm shift” and noted that attackers 
are “already in the system.” Another speaker observed that several practice areas appear to be 
most vulnerable to attack, including oil and gas, technology, and technology patents.16 

                                                           
13  SANS Institute, “Conversations about Cybersecurity,” 

www.sans.org/security-resources/cybersecurity-conversations. 

 

14 Jennifer Smith, “Client Secrets at Risk as Hackers Target Law Firms,” Wall Street Journal Law Blog (June 
25, 2012). 

15 Evan Koblenz, “LegalTech Day Three: FBI Security Expert Urges Law Firm Caution,” Law Technology 
News (February 1, 2013), www.lawtechnologynews.com/id=1202586539710?slreturn=20140103164728.  

16 Monica Bay, “Bring in the FBI: Your Paranoia is Justified,” Law Technology News (August 26, 2013). 



 

 

Shane McGee, the general counsel and vice president of legal affairs at Mandiant Corp., explained 
the sophistication of attacks on law firms in a September, 2013 ABA Journal article:17 

 Law firms need to understand that they’re being targeted by the best, most 
advanced attackers out there … These attackers will use every resource at their 
disposal to compromise law firms because they can, if successful, steal the 
intellectual property and corporate secrets of not just a single company but of the 
hundreds or thousands of companies that the targeted law firm represents. Law 
firms are, in that sense, ‘one-stop shops’ for attackers. 

At a security conference in October, 2014, Mandiant reported on a law firm data breach that it 
investigated. The attackers used the law firm’s e-mail system as 
a platform to infiltrate biotechnology and pharmaceutical 
clients. The attackers first sent phishing e-mails to the law firm 
and used information stolen through them to take control of 
the e-mail system. They then sent e-mails with malicious 
attachments from the law firm e-mail system to individuals at 
clients who had received law firm e-mails with attachments in 
the past. When some of the client personnel opened the attachments, malware designed to steal 
information was installed on the clients’ systems.18 

In May of 2014, five Chinese military officers were indicted in federal court in Pittsburgh, charged 
with hacking attacks on energy companies, suppliers to them, and a labor union.19 While the 
indictment does not include any charges for hacking a law firm, it does include targeting 
confidential attorney-client communications. While the hacking in the indictment was taking 
place, a law firm representing one of the energy companies was also hacked. The firm 
represented the solar energy company in an antidumping matter against China.20 

Although reports of law firm data breaches have been limited, breaches have been widespread. 
A March, 2015 article reports that “Cybersecurity firm Mandiant says at least 80 of the 100 

                                                           
17 Joe Dysart, “New hacker technology threatens lawyers’ mobile devices,” ABA Journal Law News Now 
(September 1, 2103). 
www.abajournal.com/magazine/article/new_hacker_technology_threatens_lawyers_mobile_devices.  

18 BSides DC 2014, “Opening Acts: How Attackers Get Their Big Breaks” 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=j1JC59QjPQs.  

19 U.S. Department of Justice Press Release, May 19, 2014, www.justice.gov/opa/pr/us-charges-five-
chinese-military-hackers-cyber-espionage-against-us-corporations-and-labor.  

20 Michael Riley and Dune Lawrence, “Hackers Linked to China’s Army Seen from EU to D.C.” Bloomberg 
Business (July 26, 2012)  www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2012-07-26/china-hackers-hit-eu-point-
man-and-d-c-with-byzantine-candor.  

The attackers used the 

law firm’s e-mail system 

as a platform to infiltrate 

biotechnology and 

pharmaceutical clients. 



 

 

biggest firms in the country, by revenue, have been hacked since 2011.”21 Mandiant has reported 
that 7% of the intrusions that it investigated in 2014 were in the legal services industry.22 

Law firm breaches continue to be in the headlines in early 2016. On March 4, 2016, the FBI issued 
a Private Industry Alert directed to the legal profession about hacking for insider trading. Its 
summary states: 

 A financially motivated cyber crime insider trading scheme targets international 
law firm information used to facilitate business ventures. The scheme involves a 
hacker compromising the law firm’s computer networks and monitoring them for 
material, non-public information (MNPI). This information, gained prior to a public 
announcement, is then used by a criminal with international stock market 
expertise to strategically place bids and generate a monetary profit. 

A few weeks later, Crain’s Chicago Business reported that the scheme targeted nearly 50 elite 
law firms, including 48 major U.S. firms and 2 members of the UK’s Magic Circle.23 The same day, 
the Wall Street Journal reported that the hackers had broken into law firms:24 

Hackers broke into the computer networks at some of the country’s most 
prestigious law firms, and federal investigators are exploring whether they stole 
confidential information for the purpose of insider trading, according to people 
familiar with the matter. 

The firms include Cravath Swaine & Moore LLP and Weil Gotshal & Manges LLP, 
which represent Wall Street banks and Fortune 500 companies in everything from 
lawsuits to multibillion-dollar merger negotiations. 

Other law firms also were breached, the people said, and hackers, in postings on 
the Internet, are threatening to attack more. 

Also in March of 2016, the IRS issued an alert about a targeted spearphishing scheme in which 
cybercriminals were sending e-mails that appeared to be from target companies’ CEOs to payroll 
and human resources staff asking for copies of W-2 tax forms. They then used the W-2s from 

                                                           
21 Susan Hansen, “Cyber Attacks Upend Attorney-Client Privilege,” Bloomberg Businessweek (March 19, 
2015) www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-03-19/cyber-attacks-force-law-firms-to-improve-data-
security.  

22 Mandiant, M-Trends 2015: From the Front Lines, 
www.fireeye.com/current-threats/annual-threat-report.html.  

23 Claire Bushey, “Russian cyber criminal targets elite Chicago law firm,” Crain’s Chicago Business (March 
29, 2016). http://www.chicagobusiness.com/article/20160329/NEWS04/160329840/russian-cyber-
criminal-targets-elite-chicago-law-firms.  

24 Nicole Hong and Robin Didel, “Hackers Breach Law Firms, Including Cravath and Weil Gotshal,” Wall 
Street Journal (March 29, 2016). 



 

 

those who responded to file fraudulent tax returns to obtain refunds.25 The numerous victims 
who sent W-2s included a major law firm.26  

In April of 2016, another law firm data breach made the headlines – Mossack Fonesca in 
Panama.27 It has been called the largest volume data breach of all time (in millions of documents 
and terabytes of data and resulted in disclosure of the “Panama Papers.” The papers disclosed 
details of “offshore financial activities of dozens of global leaders, businessmen and celebrities.  

A growing threat to law firms and others, over the last few years, has been ransomware, which is 
malware that encrypts data in victims’ computers and networks and requires the victim to pay 
ransom, usually by Bitcoin, to obtain the decryption key from the cybercriminal.28 On April 21, 
2016, the ABA sent a Cyber Alert about ransomware to members, including a link to an FBI alert 
on the subject.29 The ABA has started to send this kind of Cyber Alert to its members at the 
request of the FBI’s Cyber Division. 

The information on these law firm data breaches is consistent with breaches generally - many 
are found by third-parties and many are discovered after an extended time. Mandiant has 
reported that in 2015, 53% of data breaches were discovered by an external party and 43% were 
discovered internally. The median time for discovery of a data breach in 2015 was 146 days – 320 
days when discovered by an external party and 56 days when discovered internally.30 

Lost and Stolen Devices 

While the large scale hacking attacks can make attention-grabbing headlines, law firms also 
continue to face smaller scale, yet still serious, security incidents, like lost or stolen laptops, 
tablets, smartphones, and USB drives. For example, a Maryland law firm lost an unencrypted 

                                                           
25 Internal Revenue Service Alert IR-2016-34 (March 1, 2016) https://www.irs.gov/uac/Newsroom/IRS-
Alerts-Payroll-and-HR-Professionals-to-Phishing-Scheme-Involving-W2s.  

26 Steve Ragan, “Latest tax-related data breach could affect employees and their children,” CSO Online 
(April 8, 2016) www.csoonline.com/article/3053658/security/latest-tax-related-data-breach-could-affect-
employees-and-their-children.html.  

27 Jacob Gershman, “Law Firm at the Center of “Panama Papers” Leak,” Wall Street Journal Blog (April 4, 
2016) 
http://blogs.wsj.com/law/2016/04/04/law-firm-at-the-center-of-panama-papers-leak.  

28 E.g., Susan Hansen, “Cyber Attacks Upend Attorney-Client Privilege,” Bloomberg Businessweek (March 
19, 2015) www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-03-19/cyber-attacks-force-law-firms-to-improve-
data-security and Ed Silverstein, “Law Firm Among the Latest Victims of Ransomware Attack,” Legaltech 
News (March 11, 2015). 

29  www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/cyberalert/ransomware.pdf. 

30 Mandiant, M-Trends 2015: From the Front Lines, 
www.fireeye.com/current-threats/annual-threat-report.html 



 

 

portable hard drive containing medical information when an employee left it on a light rail train.31 
The idea was good – take it offsite for backup – but the execution was a security risk – it wasn’t 
encrypted. 

It happened again in June, 2014. A Georgia-based criminal defense firm reported that a backup 
drive containing personal information, including Social Security numbers, was stolen from an 
employee’s locked trunk.32 It was not encrypted. 

Once again in January of 2015. A San Francisco attorney reported theft of a laptop “that 
contained identifying client information including names, social security numbers and dates of 
birth.”33 

And again in April, 2015. A laptop owned by an attorney from a California law firm was stolen on 
a San Diego trolley. The laptop reportedly contained names, addresses, telephone numbers, 
Social Security numbers, and possibly certain financial information or medical records. It does 
not appear to have been encrypted.34 

Inside Threats 

In addition to threats from criminals and hackers and loss and theft of laptops and mobile devices, 
law firms, like other businesses and enterprises, also face threats from the inside. The insider 
threat includes a spectrum of trusted employees and third-parties with access - ranging from 
criminal, to malicious, to disgruntled, to untrained, to careless, to bored, to honestly mistaken. It 
even includes dedicated employees who just want to use their own technology to do their jobs 
better.  Unauthorized hardware, software, and services can be a threat from insiders in any of 
these groups. An international survey of IT security professionals reported that 41% of those 
surveyed viewed rogue employees as the biggest threats to their organizations.35   

Another survey reported the following on the scope of the risk from employee use of their own 
technology:36 

                                                           
31  Tricia Bishop, “Law Firm Loses Hard Drive with Patient Records,” Baltimore Sun (October 10, 2010) 
http://articles.baltimoresun.com/2011-10-10/news/bs-md-stent-hard-drive-20111010_1_patient-
records-law-firm-medical-records.  

32 Adam Greenberg, “Backup hard drive stolen from law firm contained personal information,” SC 
Magazine (August 27, 2014) www.scmagazine.com/backup-hard-drive-stolen-from-law-firm-contained-
personal-info/article/368427.  

33 https://oag.ca.gov/system/files/Security%20Breach%20Notice_0.pdf  

34 Adam Greenberg, “Personal data on laptop stolen from attorney from California law firm,” SC 
Magazine (July 23, 2015) www.scmagazine.com/personal-data-on-laptop-stolen-from-attorney-with-
california-law-firm/article/428222.  

35  Avetco Press Release (June 7, 2013) www.avecto.com/news-events/press-releases/80-of-it-security-
professionals-say-their-greatest-threats-are-from-rogue-employees,-malware-exploits-or-unauthorized-
software. 

36 Ryan Holmes, "’Rogue IT’ is About to Wreak Havoc at Work,” Fortune (August 9, 2012) 
http://tech.fortune.cnn.com/2012/08/09/rogue-it.   



 

 

It's out there: lurking in cubicles, infiltrating boardrooms, pulsing through 
desktops and laptops and tablets. Viral. Relentless. Unstoppable. 

Rogue IT is the name given to the informal, ad hoc software and devices brought 
by employees into the workplace. If you've ever taken your own iPad to work or 
used cloud-based software like Evernote or Dropbox in the office, you may well 
be an offender. And you're not alone. Some 43% of businesses report that their 
employees are using cloud services independently of the IT department, according 
to a recent survey of 500 IT decision makers. 

A recognized security consultant has summarized the accidental insider threat this way:37 

Much is misunderstood today about the evolving insider threat. …In particular, 
senior leaders need to realize that their greatest risks aren't from rogue 
employees looking to cause damage, but rather from inadvertent breaches caused 
by staffers who simply stumble into costly mistakes.  

The FBI’s Chief Information Security Officer expressed the same concern in a presentation on the 
FBI’s insider threat program at the 2013 RSA Security Conference.38 The FBI’s program was 

created after the 2001 Robert Hanssen incident in which an FBI 
agent was caught stealing information and selling it to the 
Russians. The CISO noted that authorized users with a level of 
organizational trust, who are doing legitimate activities with 
malicious intent, pose the biggest threat. But a quarter of the 
incidents that the FBI tracks in its systems on an annual basis are 
from "knucklehead" problems: unintentional acts in which 

employees compromise systems by not following procedures, losing equipment and sensitive 
data, clicking on spam, inappropriate emails or Web links, or mishandling passwords and 
accounts. He said the FBI IT staff spends about 35% of its response time on these types of 
incidents. 

Insider security incidents are often not publicly disclosed unless they lead to criminal prosecution 
or required data breach notice laws. For this reason, the availability of statistics and examples is 
limited. There are several reported incidents of loss or theft of law firm laptops, smartphones 
and mobile devices. There likely have been many more.  

There are also older examples of intentional insider threats in law firms that illustrate the risks. 
A former Manhattan paralegal was sentenced to prison after pleading guilty to downloading his 
firm’s 400 page electronic trial plan for an asbestos case and offering to sell it to opposing 
counsel.39  In another example, a college student who worked for a service provider at a law firm 

                                                           
37 Tom Field, “Insider Threat: 'You Can't Stop Stupid,'” BankInfoSecurity, Interview with Eric Cole (July 28, 
2010) www.bankinfosecurity.com/insider-threat-you-cant-stop-stupid-a-2789/op-1.   

38  Ericka Chickowski, “5 Lessons from the FBI Insider Threat Program,” Dark Reading (March 1, 2013) 
www.darkreading.com/insider-threat/5-lessons-from-the-fbi-insider-threat-pr/240149745.  

39  U.S. Department of Justice Press Release, “Manhattan Paralegal Sentenced for Theft of Litigation Trial 
Plan,” (January 30, 2002). 



 

 

pled guilty to theft of intellectual property.40 The student was brought in to help by his uncle, an 
employee of the service provider, because they were behind on the job. The firm represented 
DirectTV in litigation with one of its security vendors. The student worked in a secure area in the 
law firm’s offices, where he copied paper and electronic data for production in the litigation. He 
found the technology that controlled access by customers to DirectTV, copied it to a CD, and 
posted it on a hacker bulletin board. In a third example, a former IT employee of a large law firm 
pled guilty to theft of 156 computers and monitors from the law firm that he sold on eBay for 
over $74,000.41 More recently, a Pennsylvania law firm sued a former attorney, alleging that he 
took thousands of client files using Dropbox.42  

In April of 2016, a former law firm IT engineer at a major law firm was sentenced in federal court 
in Houston to 115 months in prison for an intrusion into the firm’s network. He was convicted in 
a jury trial of accessing the law firm’s systems on two occasions after he left the firm and “issued 
instructions and commands that caused significant damage to the network, including deleting or 
disabling hundreds of user accounts, desktop and laptop accounts, and user e-mail accounts.”43 

Government Surveillance 

In addition to these other growing threats, a current concern for security and confidentiality for 
attorneys, particularly those representing foreign clients or clients engaged in international 
transactions, is government surveillance – both by the U.S. government and foreign 
governments. In August of 2013, the ABA adopted a resolution, recommended by the ABA 
Cybersecurity Legal Task Force, condemning intrusions into attorneys’ systems and networks, 
including those by governments.44 It included the following:  

RESOLVED, That the American Bar Association condemns unauthorized, illegal 
governmental, organizational and individual intrusions into the computer systems 
and networks utilized by lawyers and law firms. 

In February of 2014, the New York Times reported that documents leaked by Edward Snowden 
showed that an American law firm had been monitored by the Australian Signals Directorate, an 
NSA ally, while the law firm was representing a foreign government in trade disputes with the 

                                                           
40  U.S. Department of Justice Press Release, “L.A. Man Pleads Guilty to Theft of Trade Secrets for 

Stealing Information to DirecTV ‘Smart Card,’” (April 28, 2003). 

41  U.S. Department of Justice Press Release, “Second Former Law Firm Employee Sentenced in 

Connection with Theft of Computers from Law Firm,” (April 20, 2009). 

42  Debra Cassens Weiss, “Suit Claims Ex-Partner Installed Software Allowing Continued Access to Law 
Firm Files, ABA Journal Law News Now (February 13, 2012). 

43 U.S. Department of Justice Press Release, “Former Law Firm IT Engineer Convicted in Computer 
Intrusion Case is Sentenced to 115 Months in Federal Prison,” (April 15, 2016). www.justice.gov/usao-
ndtx/pr/former-law-firm-it-engineer-convicted-computer-intrusion-case-sentenced-115-months.  

44 Available at 
www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/law_national_security/resolution_118.authchec
kdam.pdf.  



 

 

U.S.45 Following this report, ABA President James Silkenat wrote to the Director and General 
Counsel of the NSA about this incident, including:46 

I write to express our concerns over allegations raised in recent press reports 
concerning possible foreign government surveillance of American lawyers’ 
confidential communications with their overseas clients, the subsequent sharing 
of privileged information from those communications with the National Security 
Agency (“NSA”), and the possible use of that information by the U.S. Government 
or third parties.” 

NSA Director, General Keith Alexander, responded, noting:47 

NSA is firmly committed to the rule of law and the bedrock legal principle of 
attorney-client privilege, which as you noted, is one of the oldest recognized 
privileges for confidential communications. 

*** 
Let me be absolutely clear: NSA has afforded, and will continue to afford, 
appropriate protection to privileged attorney-client communications acquired 
during its lawful foreign intelligence mission in accordance with privacy 
procedures required by Congress, approved by the Attorney General, and, as 
appropriate, reviewed by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court.” 

  

                                                           
45 James Risen and Laura Poitras, “Spying by N.S.A Ally Entangles U.S. Law Firm,” New York Times 
(February 15, 2014),  
www.nytimes.com/2014/02/16/us/eavesdropping-ensnared-american-law-firm.html?_r=0.  

46  Letter dated February 20, 2014, 
www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/uncategorized/GAO/2014feb20_privilegedinformation_l.authc
heckdam.pdf.  

47 Letter dated March 10, 2014, 
www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/images/abanews/nsa_response_03102014.pdf.  



 

 

 

Summary of Threats 

As these examples of security incidents of all kinds demonstrate, law firm data faces continuing 
and growing threats. The American Bar Association’s 2015 Technology Survey reports that 15.3% 
of all responding attorneys reported that their firm had suffered a security breach at some time 
in the past. This is up from 13.8% the year before. “Security breach” is defined broadly, 
“lost/stolen computer or smartphone, hacker, break-in, website exploit.” Data is broken down 
by size of firm, with the percentage reporting breaches increasing with firm size, reaching 23% 
for firms with 500 or more attorneys: 
 

Solo 11.1% 

2-9 16.0% 

10-49 14.2% 

50-99 15.7% 

100-499 22.7% 

500  
or More 

23.0% 

All Firms 15.3% 

 

A number of responding attorneys reported that they didn’t know whether their firm had 
suffered a security breach in the past – 22.9% of all firms, increasing from 4.7% for solos to 67.2% 
in the largest firms. 

Security threats to lawyers and law firms continue to be substantial, real, and growing – data 
breaches and security incidents have occurred and are occurring. It is critical for attorneys and 
law firms to recognize these threats and address them through comprehensive information 
security programs. 

2. Duty to Safeguard 

Attorneys’ use of technology presents special ethics challenges, particularly in the areas of 
competence and confidentiality. Attorneys also 
have common law duties to protect client 
information and may have contractual and 
regulatory duties. These duties to safeguard 
information relating to clients are minimum 
standards with which attorneys are required to 
comply. Attorneys should aim for even stronger 
safeguards as a matter of sound professional 
practice and client service.  

A. Ethics Rules 

Attorneys have ethical and common law 

duties to take competent and reasonable 

measures to safeguard information 

relating to clients. They also often have 

contractual and regulatory duties to 

protect client information and other types 

of confidential information. 



 

 

The duty of competence (ABA Model Rule 1.1) requires attorneys to know what technology is 
necessary and how to use it. The duty of confidentiality (ABA Model Rule 1.6) is one of an 
attorney’s most fundamental ethical responsibilities. Together, these rules require attorneys 
using technology to take competent and reasonable measures to safeguard client data. This duty 
extends to all use of technology, including computers, mobile devices, networks, technology 
outsourcing, and cloud computing. 

Model Rule 1.1 covers the general duty of competence. It provides that “A lawyer shall provide 
competent representation to a client.” This “requires the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness 
and preparation reasonably necessary for the representation.” It includes competence in 
selecting and using technology. It requires attorneys who lack the necessary technical 
competence for security to consult with qualified people who have the requisite expertise.  

Model Rule 1.4, Communications, also applies to attorneys’ use of technology. It requires 
appropriate communications with clients “about the means by which the client's objectives are 
to be accomplished,” including the use of technology. It requires keeping the client informed and, 
depending on the circumstances, may require obtaining “informed consent.” It requires notice 
to a client of a compromise of confidential information relating to the client. 

Model Rule 1.6 generally defines the duty of confidentiality. It begins as follows: 

A lawyer shall not reveal information relating to the representation of a client 
unless the client gives informed consent, the disclosure is impliedly authorized in 
order to carry out the representation or the disclosure is permitted by paragraph 
(b). . . . 

Rule 1.6 broadly requires protection of “information relating to the representation of a client;” it 
is not limited to confidential communications and privileged information. Disclosure of covered 
information generally requires express or implied client consent (in the absence of special 
circumstances like misconduct by the client). 

The ABA Commission on Ethics 20/20 conducted a review of the ABA Model Rules of Professional 
Conduct and the U.S. system of lawyer regulation in the context of advances in technology and 
global legal practice developments. One of its core areas of focus was technology and 
confidentiality. Its Revised Draft Resolutions in this area were adopted by the ABA at its Annual 
Meeting in August of 2012.48 

The 2012 amendments include addition of the following highlighted language to the Comment 
to Model Rule 1.1 Competence: 

[8] To maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer should keep abreast of 
changes in the law and its practice, including the benefits and risks associated with 
relevant technology… 

                                                           
48www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/aba_commission_on_ethics_20_20.html. 



 

 

As of December 23, 2015, 20 states have adopted the new comment to Model Rule 1.1, some 
with variations from the ABA language.49 Andrew Perlman, the Reporter of the Ethics 20/20 
Commission, has described cybersecurity as one of the critical competencies in attorneys’ use of 
technology.50 

The amendments also added the following new subsection (highlighted) to Model Rule 1.6 
Confidentiality of Information: 

(c) A lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to prevent the inadvertent or 
unauthorized disclosure of, or unauthorized access to, information relating to the 
representation of a client. 

This requirement covers two areas – inadvertent disclosure and unauthorized access.  
Inadvertent disclosure includes threats like leaving a briefcase, laptop, or smartphone in a taxi or 
restaurant, sending a confidential e-mail to the wrong recipient, producing privileged documents 
or data in litigation, or exposing confidential metadata. Unauthorized access includes threats like 
hackers, criminals, malware, and insider threats.   

The amendments also include the following changes to Comment [18] to this rule: 

Acting Competently to Preserve Confidentiality 

[18] Paragraph (c) requires a A lawyer must to act competently to safeguard 
information relating to the representation of a client against unauthorized access 
by third parties and against inadvertent or unauthorized disclosure by the lawyer 
or other persons or entities who are participating in the representation of the 
client or who are subject to the lawyer’s supervision or monitoring. See Rules 1.1, 
5.1 and 5.3. The unauthorized access to, or the inadvertent or unauthorized 
disclosure of, confidential information does not constitute a violation of 
paragraph (c) if the lawyer has made reasonable efforts to prevent the access or 
disclosure. Factors to be considered in determining the reasonableness of the 
lawyer’s efforts include the sensitivity of the information, the likelihood of 
disclosure if additional safeguards are not employed, the cost of employing 
additional safeguards, the difficulty of implementing the safeguards, and the 
extent to which the safeguards adversely affect the lawyer’s ability to represent 
clients (e.g., by making a device or important piece of software excessively difficult 
to use). A client may require the lawyer to implement special security measures 
not required by this Rule or may give informed consent to forego security 
measures that would otherwise be required by this Rule. Whether a lawyer may 
be required to take additional steps to safeguard a client’s information in order to 
comply with other law, such as state and federal laws that govern data privacy or 

                                                           
49  www.lawsitesblog.com/2015/03/11-states-have-adopted-ethical-duty-of-technology-
competence.html.  

50 Andrew Perlman, “The Twenty-First Lawyer’s Evolving Ethical Duty of Competence,” 
The Professional Lawyer (December 2014) 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2532995. 



 

 

that impose notification requirements upon the loss of, or unauthorized access to, 
electronic information, is beyond the scope of these Rules. For a lawyer’s duties 
when sharing information with nonlawyers outside the lawyer’s own firm, see 
Rule 5.3, Comments [3]-[4].  

Significantly, these revisions make explicit what is already required rather than making 
substantive changes. They are consistent with the then existing rules and comments, ethics 
opinions, and generally accepted information security principles.51 

Model Rule 5.3 (Responsibilities Regarding Nonlawyer Assistants) was amended to expand its 
scope.  “Assistants” was expanded to “Assistance,” extending its coverage to all levels of staff 
and outsourced services ranging from copying services to outsourced legal services. This requires 
attorneys to employ reasonable safeguards, like due diligence, contractual requirements, 
supervision, and monitoring, to insure that nonlawyers, both inside and outside a law firm, 
provide services in compliance with an attorney’s duty of confidentiality. 

Ethics Opinions 

A number of state ethics opinions have addressed professional responsibility issues related to 
security in attorneys’ use of various technologies. Consistent with the Ethics 20/20 amendments, 
they generally require competent and reasonable safeguards. It is important for attorneys to 
consult the rules, comments, and ethics opinions in the relevant jurisdiction(s). 

An early example is State Bar of Arizona, Opinion No. 05-04 (July 2005) (Formal Opinion of the 
Committee on the Rules of Professional Conduct). It requires “competent and reasonable steps 
to assure that the client’s confidences are not disclosed to third parties through theft or 
inadvertence” and “competent and reasonable measures to assure that the client’s electronic 
information is not lost or destroyed.” It further explains that “an attorney must either have the 
competence to evaluate the nature of the potential threat to the client’s electronic files and to 
evaluate and deploy appropriate computer hardware and software to accomplish that end, or if 
the attorney lacks or cannot reasonably obtain that competence, to retain an expert consultant 
who does have such competence.” 

Additional examples include New Jersey Advisory Committee on Professional Ethics, Opinion 701, 
“Electronic Storage and Access of Client Files” (April, 2006), State Bar of Arizona, Opinion No. 09-
04 (December, 2009): “Confidentiality; Maintaining Client Files; Electronic Storage; Internet” 
(Formal Opinion of the Committee on the Rules of Professional Conduct); State Bar of California, 

                                                           
51 ABA Commission on Ethics 20/20, Report to Resolution 105A Revised (2012): “The proposed 

amendment, which appears in a Comment, does not impose any new obligations on lawyers. Rather, the 

amendment is intended to serve as a reminder to lawyers that they should remain aware of technology, 

including the benefits and risks associated with it, as part of a lawyer’s general ethical duty to remain 

competent.” (Model Rule 1.1.) “This duty is already described in several existing Comments, but the 

Commission concluded that, in light of the pervasive use of technology to store and transmit confidential 

client information, this existing obligation should be stated explicitly in the black letter of Model Rule 1.6.” 

 

 



 

 

Standing Committee on Professional Responsibility and Conduct, Formal Opinion No. 2010-179; 
and New York State Bar Association Ethics Opinion 1019, “Confidentiality; Remote Access to 
Firm’s Electronic Files,” (August, 2014). 

Significantly, California Formal Opinion No. 2010-179 advises attorneys that they must consider 
security before using a particular technology in the course of representing a client. It notes that 

attorneys “must take appropriate steps to evaluate,” among other 
considerations, “the level of security attendant to the use of that 
technology, including whether reasonable precautions may be 
taken when using the technology to increase the level of security.” 
Depending on the circumstances, an attorney may be required to 
avoid using a particular technology or to advise a client of the risks 
and seek informed consent if appropriate safeguards cannot be 
employed. The opinion covers use of a firm-issued laptop and use 
of public and home wireless networks. 

New York Opinion 1019 cautions attorneys to analyze necessary precautions in the context of 
current risks: 

Cyber-security issues have continued to be a major concern for lawyers, as cyber-
criminals have begun to target lawyers to access client information, including 
trade secrets, business plans and personal data. Lawyers can no longer assume 
that their document systems are of no interest to cyber-crooks. That is particularly 
true where there is outside access to the internal system by third parties, including 
law firm employees working at other firm offices, at home or when traveling, or 
clients who have been given access to the firm's document system. 

The opinion leaves it up to attorneys and law firms to determine the specific 
precautions that are necessary: 

Because of the fact-specific and evolving nature of both technology and cyber 
risks, we cannot recommend particular steps that would constitute reasonable 
precautions to prevent confidential information from coming into the hands of 
unintended recipients, including the degree of password protection to ensure that 
persons who access the system are authorized, the degree of security of the 
devices that firm lawyers use to gain access, whether encryption is required, and 
the security measures the firm must use to determine whether there has been 
any unauthorized access to client confidential information. 

Like California Opinion 2010-179, it requires attorneys to either make a determination that the 
selected precautions provide reasonable protection, in light of the risks, or to obtain informed 
consent from clients after explaining the risks. 

Attorneys need to stay up to date as technology changes and new threats are identified. For 
example, following news reports that confidential information had been found on digital copiers 

Before using a particular 

technology in the course 

of representing a client, 

an attorney must take 

appropriate steps to 

evaluate the security. 



 

 

that were ready for resale,52 the Florida Bar issued Professional Ethics of the Florida Bar Opinion 
10-2 (September, 2010) that addresses this risk. Its conclusion states: 

In conclusion, when a lawyer chooses to use Devices that contain Storage Media, 
the lawyer must take reasonable steps to ensure that client confidentiality is 
maintained and that the Device is sanitized before disposition. These reasonable 
steps include: (1) identification of the potential threat to confidentiality along with 
the development and implementation of policies to address the potential threat 
to confidentiality; (2) inventory of the Devices that contain Hard Drives or other 
Storage Media; (3) supervision of nonlawyers to obtain adequate assurances that 
confidentiality will be maintained; and (4) responsibility for sanitization of the 
Device by requiring meaningful assurances from the vendor at the intake of the 
Device and confirmation or certification of the sanitization at the disposition of 
the Device. 

There are now multiple ethics opinions on attorneys’ use of cloud computing services like online 
file storage and software as a service (SaaS).53 For example, New York Bar Association Committee 
on Professional Ethics Opinion 842 “Using an outside online storage provider to store client 
confidential information” (September, 2010), consistent with the general requirements of the 
ethics opinions above, concludes: 

A lawyer may use an online data storage system to store and back up client 
confidential information provided that the lawyer takes reasonable care to ensure 
that confidentiality is maintained in a manner consistent with the lawyer's 
obligations under Rule 1.6. A lawyer using an online storage provider should take 
reasonable care to protect confidential information, and should exercise 
reasonable care to prevent others whose services are utilized by the lawyer from 
disclosing or using confidential information of a client. In addition, the lawyer 
should stay abreast of technological advances to ensure that the storage system 
remains sufficiently advanced to protect the client's information, and the lawyer 
should monitor the changing law of privilege to ensure that storing information in 
the "cloud" will not waive or jeopardize any privilege protecting the information. 

Additional examples of opinions covering cloud services are Pennsylvania Bar Association, 
Committee on Legal Ethics and Professional Responsibility, Formal Opinion 2011-200, “Ethical 
Obligations for Attorneys Using Cloud Computing/Software as a Service While Fulfilling the Duties 
of Confidentiality and Preservation of Client Property” (November, 2011) and North Carolina 

                                                           
52 E.g., Armen Keteyian, “Digital Copiers Loaded with Secrets,” CBS Evening News (April 19, 2010). 
www.cbsnews.com/news/digital-photocopiers-loaded-with-secrets.   

53 The ABA Legal Technology Resource Center has published a summary with links, “Cloud Ethics 
Opinions around the U.S.,” available at 
www.americanbar.org/groups/departments_offices/legal_technology_resources/resources/charts_fyis/c
loud-ethics-chart.html.   



 

 

State Bar 2011 Formal Ethics Opinion 6,  “Subscribing to Software as a Service While Fulfilling the 
Duties of Confidentiality and Preservation of Client Property”  (January, 2012).  

The North Carolina State Bar recently issued 2015 Formal Ethics Opinion 6, “Lawyer’s Professional 
Responsibility When Third Party Steals Funds from Trust Account” (October 2015) that applies 
the duty of reasonable measures to safeguard client funds. Interpreting the state equivalent of 
Model Rule 1.15, Safeguarding Property, to 7 different inquiries. Its headnote states: 

Opinion rules that when funds are stolen from a lawyer’s trust account by a third 
party who is not employed or supervised by the lawyer, and the lawyer was 
managing the trust account in compliance with the Rules of Professional Conduct, 
the lawyer is not professionally responsible for replacing the funds stolen from the 
account. 

Significantly, in one example, the opinion concludes that the lawyer would have an ethical 
obligation to reimburse a client for real estate closing funds that  the lawyer wire transferred to 
a hacker’s bank account in response to a spoofed e-mail, where the lawyer did not verify the 
change in disbursement instructions. 

The opinion is limited to a lawyer’s professional responsibility requirements and does not opine 
on a lawyer’s legal liability.    
The key professional responsibility requirements from these various opinions on attorneys’ use 
of technology are competent and reasonable measures to safeguard client data, including an 
understanding of limitations in attorneys’ competence, obtaining appropriate assistance, 
continuing security awareness, appropriate supervision, and ongoing review as technology, 
threats, and available safeguards evolve. They also require obtaining clients’ informed consent 
in some circumstances. 

Ethics Rules – Electronic Communications 

E-mail and electronic communications have become everyday communications forms for 
attorneys and other professionals. They are fast, convenient, and inexpensive, but also present 
serious risks. It is important for attorneys to understand and address these risks. 

In addition to adding the requirement of competent safeguards to protect confidentiality to the 
Comments to Rule 1.6, the Ethics 2000 revisions to the Model Rules, over 10 years ago, also 
added Comment 17 [now 19] to Rule 1.6. This comment requires reasonable precautions to 
safeguard and preserve confidential information during electronic transmission. This Comment, 
as amended in accordance with the Ethics 20/20 recommendations (highlighted), provides:  

[19] When transmitting a communication that includes information relating to the 
representation of a client, the lawyer must take reasonable precautions to 
prevent the information from coming into the hands of unintended recipients. 
This duty, however, does not require that the lawyer use special security 
measures if the method of communication affords a reasonable expectation of 
privacy.  Special circumstances, however, may warrant special precautions. 
Factors to be considered in determining the reasonableness of the lawyer's 
expectation of confidentiality include the sensitivity of the information and the 



 

 

extent to which the privacy of the communication is protected by law or by a 
confidentiality agreement. A client may require the lawyer to implement 
special security measures not required by this Rule or may give informed consent 
to the use of a means of communication that would otherwise be prohibited by 
this Rule.  Whether a lawyer may be required to take additional steps in order 
to comply with other law, such as state and federal laws that govern data 
privacy, is beyond the scope of these Rules. 

This Comment requires attorneys to take “reasonable 
precautions” to protect the   confidentiality of electronic 
communications. Its language about “special security 
measures” has often been viewed by attorneys as providing 
that attorneys never need to use “special security 
measures” like encryption. 54 While it does state that 
“special security measures” are not generally required, it 
contains qualifications and notes that “special 
circumstances” may warrant “special           precautions.” It 
includes the important qualification - “if the method of 
communication affords a reasonable expectation of privacy.” There are, however, questions 
about whether Internet e-mail affords a reasonable expectation of privacy. 

Respected security professionals for years have compared unencrypted e-mail to postcards or 
postcards written in pencil.55

 
A June 2014 post by Google on the Google Official Blog56 and a July 

2014 New York Times article57 use the same analogy – comparing unencrypted e-mails to 
postcards. 

                                                           
54  Encryption is a process that translates a message into a protected electronic code.

 
The recipient (or 

anyone intercepting the message) must have a key to decrypt it and make it readable. E-mail encryption 
has become easier to use over time. Transport layer security (TLS) encryption is available to automatically 
encrypt e-mail between two e-mail gateways. If a law firm and client each have their own e-mail gateways, 
TLS can be used to automatically encrypt all e-mails between them.

  
A virtual private network is an 

arrangement in which all communications between two networks or between a computer and a network 
are automatically protected with encryption. See, David G. Ries and John W. Simek, “Encryption Made 
Simple for Lawyers,” GPSolo Magazine (November/December 2012).  

55 E.g., B. Schneier, E-Mail Security - How to Keep Your Electronic Messages Private, (John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc. 1995) p. 3, B. Schneier, Secrets & Lies: Digital Security in a Networked Work, (John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
2000) p. 200, and Larry Rogers, Email – A Postcard Written in Pencil, Special Report, (Software Engineering 
Institute, Carnegie Mellon University 2001).    

56 “Transparency Report: Protecting Emails as They Travel Across the Web,” Google Official Blog (June 3, 

2014) 

 http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2014/06/transparency-report-protecting-emails.html.  

57 Molly Wood, “Easier Ways to Protect Email From Unwanted Prying Eyes,” New York Times (July 16, 2014)  
      www.nytimes.com/2014/07/17/technology/personaltech/ways-to-protect-your-email-after-you-send-

it.html?_r=0.   
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Encryption is being increasingly required in areas like banking and health care. Newer laws in 
Nevada58

 
and Massachusetts59

 
(which apply to attorneys as well as others) require defined 

personal information to be encrypted when it is electronically transmitted. As the use of 
encryption grows in areas like these, it will become more difficult for attorneys to demonstrate 
that confidential client data that they transmit needs lesser protection.  

Comment 19 to Rule 1.6 also lists “the extent to which the privacy of the communication is 
protected by law” as a factor to be considered. The federal Electronic Communications Privacy 
Act60 and similar state laws make unauthorized interception of electronic communications a 
crime. Some observers have expressed the view that this should be determinative and attorneys 

                                                           
58  Nev. Rev. Stat. 603A.010, et seq. 

59  Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 93H, regulations at 201 CMR 17.00. 

60  18 U.S.C. §§ 2510 et seq. 

“Emails that are encrypted as they’re routed from 

sender to receiver are like sealed envelopes, and less 

vulnerable to snooping—whether by bad actors or 

through government surveillance—than postcards.” 

Google Official Blog June 2014 

"Security experts say email is a lot more like a postcard than a 

letter inside an envelope, and almost anyone can read it while 

the note is in transit.” 

New York Times July 2014 

"The common metaphor for Internet e-mail is postcards: 

Anyone – letter carriers, mail sorters, nosy delivery truck drivers 

- who can touch the postcard can read what's on the back." 

Bruce Schneier 1995 

Email – A Postcard Written in Pencil 

Larry Rogers 2001 

SEI - Carnegie Mellon University 



 

 

are not required to use encryption. The better view is to treat legal protection as only one of the 
factors to be considered. As discussed below, some of the newer ethics opinions conclude that 
encryption may be a reasonable measure that should be used, particularly for highly sensitive 
information. 

Ethics Opinions – Electronic Communications 

An ABA ethics opinion in 1999 and several state ethics opinions have concluded that special 
security measures, like encryption, are not generally required for confidential attorney         e-
mail.61

 
However, these opinions should be carefully reviewed because, like Comment 19, they 

contain qualifications that limit their general conclusions. In addition, more recent ethics 
opinions, discussed below, are increasingly recognizing that encryption may be a required 
safeguard in some circumstances. 

As an example of the earlier approach, New York Bar Association Committee on Professional 
Ethics Opinion 709 “Use of Internet to advertise and to conduct law practice focusing on 
trademarks; use of Internet e-mail; use of trade names” (September, 1998) concludes: 

We therefore conclude that lawyers may in ordinary circumstances utilize 
unencrypted Internet e-mail to transmit confidential information without 
breaching their duties of confidentiality … to their clients, as the technology is in 
use today. Despite this general conclusion, lawyers must always act reasonably in 
choosing to use e-mail for confidential communications, as with any other means 
of communication. Thus, in circumstances in which a lawyer is on notice for a 
specific reason that a particular e-mail transmission is at heightened risk of 
interception, or where the confidential information at issue is of such an 
extraordinarily sensitive nature that it is reasonable to use only a means of 
communication that is completely under the lawyer's control, the lawyer must 
select a more secure means of communication than unencrypted Internet e-mail. 

A lawyer who uses Internet e-mail must also stay abreast of this evolving 
technology to assess any changes in the likelihood of interception as well as the 
availability of improved technologies that may reduce such risks at reasonable 
cost. It is also sensible for lawyers to discuss with clients the risks inherent in the 

                                                           
61  E.g., ABA Formal Opinion No. 99-413, Protecting the Confidentiality of Unencrypted E-Mail (March 10, 

1999)  (“based upon current technology and law as we are informed of it …a lawyer sending confidential 

client information by unencrypted e-mail does not violate Model Rule 1.6(a)…”  “…this opinion does not, 

however, diminish a lawyer's obligation to consider with her client the sensitivity of the communication, 

the costs of its disclosure, and the relative security of the contemplated medium of communication. 

Particularly strong protective measures are warranted to guard against the disclosure of highly sensitive 

matters.”) and District of Columbia Bar Opinion 281, “Transmission of Confidential Information by 

Electronic Mail,” (February, 1998), (“In most circumstances, transmission of confidential information by 

unencrypted electronic mail does not per se violate the confidentiality rules of the legal profession. 

However, individual circumstances may require greater means of security.”).   



 

 

use of Internet e-mail, and lawyers should abide by the clients’ wishes as to its 
use. 

This opinion, like the Comment, concluded that attorneys may use unencrypted e-mail “in 
ordinary circumstances,” but added some qualifications, including available safeguards to reduce 
risk.  

Consistent with the questions raised by security experts about the security of unencrypted  
e-mail, some ethics opinions express a stronger view that encryption may be required. For 
example, New Jersey Opinion 701 (April, 2006), discussed above, notes at the end: “where a 
document is transmitted to [the attorney]… by email over the Internet, the lawyer should 
password a confidential document (as is now possible in all common electronic formats, including 
PDF), since it is not possible to secure the Internet itself against third party access.”62 This was 
over nine years ago. 

California Formal Opinion No. 2010-179, also discussed above, notes that “encrypting email may 
be a reasonable step for an attorney in an effort to ensure the confidentiality of such 
communications remain so when circumstances call for it, particularly if the information at issue 
is highly sensitive and the use of encryption is not onerous.” 

An Iowa opinion on cloud computing suggests the following as one of a series of questions that 
attorneys should ask when determining appropriate protection: “Recognizing that some data will 
require a higher degree of protection than others, will I have the ability to encrypt certain data 
using higher level encryption tools of my choosing?” Iowa Ethics Opinion 11-01.  

A Pennsylvania ethics opinion on cloud computing concludes that “attorneys may use email but 
must, under appropriate circumstances, take additional precautions to assure client 
confidentiality.” It discusses encryption as an additional precaution that may be required when 
using services like web mail. Pennsylvania Formal Opinion 2011-200. 

Texas Ethics Opinion 648 (2015) takes the same approach: 

In general, considering the present state of technology and email usage, a lawyer 
may communicate confidential information by email. In some circumstances, 
however, a lawyer should consider whether the confidentiality of the information 
will be protected if communicated by email and whether it is prudent to use 
encrypted email or another form of communication.  

It includes examples of circumstances where encryption may be required. 

Summarizing these more recent opinions, a July, 2015 ABA article notes:63 

                                                           
62 File password protection in some software, like current versions of Microsoft Office, Adobe Acrobat, 
and WinZip uses encryption to protect security. It is generally easier to use than encryption of e-mail and 
attachments. However, the protection can be limited by use of weak passwords that are easy to break or 
“crack.”  

63 Peter Geraghty and Susan Michmerhuizen, “Encryption Conniption,” Eye on Ethics, Your ABA (July 
2015) www.americanbar.org/publications/youraba/2015/july-2015/encryption-conniption.html.  



 

 

The potential for unauthorized receipt of electronic data has caused some experts 
to revisit the topic and issue [ethics] opinions suggesting that in some 
circumstances, encryption or other safeguards for certain email communications 
may be required.  

In addition to complying with any applicable ethics and 
legal requirements, the most prudent approach to the 
ethical duty of protecting confidentiality is to have an 
express understanding with clients (preferably in an 
engagement letter or other writing) about the nature of 
communications that will be (and will not be) sent 
electronically and whether or not encryption and other 
security measures will be utilized.  

It has now reached the point (or at least is reaching it) 
where all attorneys should have encryption available 
for use in appropriate circumstances. 

Common Law Duties 

Along with these ethical duties, there are also parallel common law duties defined by case law in 
the various states. The Restatement (3rd) of the Law Governing Lawyers (2000) summarizes this 
area of the law. See, Section 16(2) on competence and diligence, Section 16(3) on complying with 
obligations concerning client’s confidences, and Chapter 5, “Confidential Client Information.” 
Breach of these duties can result in a malpractice action.  

There are also instances when lawyers have contractual duties to protect client data. This is 
particularly the case for clients in regulated industries, such as health care and financial services, 
that have regulatory requirements to protect privacy and security. Clients are increasingly 
recognizing, sometimes after being pressed by regulators, that law firms may be the weak links 
in protecting their confidential information. They are increasingly requiring specified safeguards, 
providing questionnaires about a law firm’s security, and even requiring security audits.64  

Laws and Regulations Covering Personal Information 

In addition to the ethical and common law duties to protect client information, various state and 
federal statutes and regulations require protection of defined categories of personal information. 
Some of them are likely to apply to lawyers who possess any covered personal information about 
their employees, clients, clients’ employees or customers, opposing parties and their employees, 
or even witnesses.  
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At least 13 states now have general information security laws that require reasonable measures 
to protect defined categories of personal information (including Arkansas, California, 
Connecticut, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, Oregon,  Rhode 
Island, Texas, and Utah). While the scope of coverage, the specificity of the requirements and the 
definitions vary among these laws, “personal information” is usually defined to include general 
or specific facts about an identifiable individual. The exceptions tend to be information that is 
presumed public and does not have to be protected (e.g., a business address). 

The most comprehensive law of this type to date is a Massachusetts law,65 which applies to 

“persons who own, license, store or maintain personal information about a resident of the 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.” Covered “personal information” includes Social Security 

numbers, driver’s license numbers, state-issued identification card numbers, financial account 

numbers and credit card numbers. With its broad coverage of “persons,” this law is likely to be 

applied to persons nationwide, including attorneys and law firms, when they have sufficient 

contacts with Massachusetts to satisfy personal jurisdiction requirements. It requires covered 

persons to “develop, implement, and maintain a comprehensive information security program 

that is written in one or more readily accessible parts and contains administrative, technical, and 

physical safeguards.” 

The implementing regulation66 for the Massachusetts law became effective in 2010. In addition 

to requiring a comprehensive information security program, including a risk assessment, the 

regulation contains detailed requirements for the information security program and detailed 

computer system security requirements. The security requirements include: 

• Encryption of all transmitted records and files containing personal information 

that will travel across public networks, and encryption of all data containing 

personal information to be transmitted wirelessly; and 

• Encryption of all personal information stored on laptops or other portable 

devices. 

Additional system security requirements in the Massachusetts regulation are secure user 

authentication, secure access control, reasonable monitoring to detect unauthorized access, 

reasonably up-to-date firewall protection, reasonably up-to-date security software (including 

current patches and virus definitions), and education and training of employees. 

Lawyers and law firms should think about and understand the consequences of the 
Massachusetts law, as some observers believe that it will become a model for comprehensive 
protection of personal information.  
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Nevada also has laws that require “reasonable security measures” and encryption67  although 
they are much less detailed than the Massachusetts law. Note too that encryption is already 
required for federal agencies that have information about individuals on laptops and portable 
media. As encryption becomes a legal requirement in areas like these, it is likely to become the 
standard of what is reasonable for lawyers. 

The legal obligations don’t stop, however, at protecting the confidentiality of information. Forty-
seven states and the District of Columbia and the Virgin Islands have laws that require notification 
concerning data breaches (all but Mississippi, New Mexico and South Dakota). While there are 
differences in their scope and requirements, they generally require entities that own, license or 
possess defined categories of personally identifiable information about individuals to notify 
affected individuals if there is a breach. Like the reasonable security laws, many of these laws 
apply to covered information “about” residents of the state. Some require notice to a state 
agency in addition to notice to consumers. Most of these laws have encryption safe harbors, 
which provide that notice is not required if the data is encrypted and the decryption key has not 
been compromised. 

To add to the web of issues involved, at least 19 states also now have laws that require secure 
disposal of paper and electronic records that contain defined personal information. The Federal 
Trade Commission’s Disposal Rule68 has similar requirements for consumer credit reports and 
information derived from them.  

At the federal level, an attorney who receives personally identifiable protected health 
information (PHI) from a covered entity under the Health Insurance Portability & Accountability 
Act (HIPAA) will generally be a “business associate” and be required to comply with the HIPAA 
security requirements. The 2009 Healthcare Information Technology and Clinical Health (HITECH) 
Act enhanced HIPAA security requirements, extended them directly to business associates, and 
added a new breach notification requirement. Encryption is included as an “addressable” 
requirement, which means that it or an alternative must be implemented or a written 
explanation provided to explain why it is not needed.69 In addition, the Federal Trade Commission 
has brought a number of enforcement actions against businesses based on allegations that they 
failed to take reasonable measures to safeguard the privacy and security of personal information 
about consumers. In over half of them, settlements required the businesses to employ additional 
safeguards, including encryption of personal information in transmission and storage.70 

Summary of Duties 

The ethics rules and common law duties require attorneys to take competent and reasonable 
measures to safeguard client data, including an understanding of limitations in attorneys’ 
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competence, obtaining qualified assistance, continuing security awareness, appropriate 
supervision, and ongoing review as technology, threats, and available security evolve. These 
ethical and common law duties, as well as any applicable contractual and regulatory duties, 
are minimum standards of conduct. Attorneys should aim for even stronger safeguards as a 
matter of sound professional practice and client service. While the risks of disciplinary 
proceedings, malpractice claims, and regulatory actions arising from security breaches are real, 
the greatest risks are often dissatisfied clients (or former clients) and harm to professional 
reputation. 

3. Information Security Basics 

Information security is a process to protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of 
information. Comprehensive security must address people, policies and procedures, and 
technology. While technology is a critical 
component of effective security, the other aspects 
must also be addressed. As explained by Bruce 
Schneier, a highly respected security professional, 
"[i]f you think technology can solve your security 
problems, then you don't understand the problems and you don't understand the technology."71 
The best technical security is likely to fail without adequate attention to people and policies and 
procedures. Many attorneys incorrectly think that security is just for the IT department or 
consultants. While IT has a critical role, everyone, including management, all attorneys, and all 
support personnel, must be involved for effective security.  

An equally important concept is that security requires training and ongoing attention. It must go 
beyond a onetime “set it and forget it” approach. A critical component of a law firm security 
program is constant vigilance and security awareness by all users of technology. As a recent ABA 
report aptly put it:72 

Lawyers must commit to understanding the security threats that they face, they 
must educate themselves about the best practices to address those threats, and 
they must be diligent in implementing those practices every single day. 

(Emphasis added.) 

Security starts with an inventory of information assets to determine what needs to be protected 
and then a risk assessment to identify anticipated threats to the information assets. The next 
step is development, implementation, and maintenance of a comprehensive information security 
program to employ reasonable physical, administrative, and technical safeguards to protect 
against identified risks. This is generally the most difficult part of the process. It must address 
people, policies and procedures, and technology and include policies, assignment of 
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responsibility, training, ongoing security awareness, monitoring for compliance, and periodic 
review and updating. In addition to measures to safeguard data, security also requires measures 
to detect security incidents and breaches, to respond to them, and to recover from them. 

At the ABA Annual Meeting in August, 2014, the ABA adopted a resolution on cybersecurity that 
is consistent with this general approach:73 

RESOLVED, That the American Bar Association encourages all private and public 
sector organizations to develop, implement, and maintain an appropriate 
cybersecurity program that complies with applicable ethical and legal obligations 
and is tailored to the nature and scope of the organization and the data and 
systems to be protected.  

It recommends an appropriate cybersecurity program for all private and public sector 
organizations, which includes law firms. 

The requirement for lawyers is reasonable security, not absolute security. For example, New 
Jersey Ethics Opinion 701 states “’[r]easonable care,’ however, does not mean that the lawyer 
absolutely and strictly guarantees that the information will be utterly invulnerable against all 
unauthorized access. Such a guarantee is impossible…” Recognizing this concept, the Ethics 20/20 
amendments to the Comment to Model Rule 1.6 include “…[t]he unauthorized access to, or the 
inadvertent or unauthorized disclosure of, confidential information does not constitute a 
violation of paragraph (c) if the lawyer has made reasonable efforts to prevent the access or 
disclosure.” 

Security involves thorough analysis and often requires balancing and trade-offs to determine 
what risks and safeguards are reasonable under the circumstances. There is frequently a trade-
off between security and usability. Strong security often makes technology very difficult to use, 
while easy to use technology is frequently insecure. The challenge is striking the correct balance 
among all of these often competing factors. 

 The Ethics 20/20 amendments to Comment 18 to Rule 1.6 provide some high level guidance. As 
discussed above, the following factors are applied for determining reasonable and competent 
safeguards: 

Factors to be considered in determining the reasonableness of the lawyer’s efforts 
include the sensitivity of the information, the likelihood of disclosure if additional 
safeguards are not employed, the cost of employing additional safeguards, the 
difficulty of implementing the safeguards, and the extent to which the safeguards 
adversely affect the lawyer’s ability to represent clients (e.g., by making a device 
or important piece of software excessively difficult to use). 

This is a risk-based approach that is now standard in information security. 
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4. Reasonable Safeguards 

The greatest challenge for lawyers in establishing cybersecurity programs is generally deciding 
what security measures are necessary and then implementing and maintaining them. 
Determining what constitute “competent and reasonable measures” can be difficult.  

The ethics requirements are the floor—anything less is a violation of attorneys’ professional 
responsibility obligations. Attorneys should aim for stronger safeguards to protect their clients 
and themselves. They must meet legal requirements for personally identifiable information and 
protected health information like HIPAA or the Massachusetts law, if they apply, and any 
requirements to which attorneys have agreed by contract. In determining what is reasonable, 
attorneys can look to guidance from bar groups, legal standards in other areas, government 
publications, and consensus security standards. 

The American Bar Association regularly publishes materials and provides educational programs 
on information security. Examples include the Law Practice Division74 (with resources like books, 
webinars, the Legal Technology Resource Center (LTRC), ABA TECHSHOW, and articles in Law 
Practice magazine and Law Practice Today webzine), the Cybersecurity Legal Taskforce, the 
Standing Committee on Law and National Security, the Section of Science and Technology’s 
Information Security Committee and the Business Law Section’s Cyberspace Law Committee. 
Many state bar associations provide similar materials and programs. This kind of information is 
particularly helpful to attorneys because it is tailored to the practice of law. 

The International Legal Technology Association (ILTA),75 a professional organization devoted to 
technology for law firms and law departments, regularly provides security education and 
materials and has peer groups that regularly exchange information. ILTA has established the 
LegalSEC initiative that has been working for several years to provide the legal community with 
tailored guidelines for risk-based information security programs. It conducts an annual LegalSEC 
Summit and provides additional educational programs and resources. 

A. Security Frameworks and Standards 

There are numerous security frameworks, standards and guidance documents that can be used 
for implementing law firm information security programs. 
It is important to select and use one or more that fit the 
size of the firm and the sensitivity of the information to 
use as an overall approach. This can be a daunting task 
with the alphabet soup of available resources: NIST, ISO, 
FTC, SANS, US-CERT, ILTA and more. 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), 
part of the U.S. Department of Commerce, has published the NIST Framework for Improving 
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Critical Infrastructure, Version 1.0 (February 12, 2014).76 While the Framework is aimed at 
security of critical infrastructure, it is based on generally accepted security principles that can 
apply to all kinds of businesses and enterprises, including law firms. The core security Functions 
in the Framework are “identify, protect, detect, respond and recover.” Under these core 
Functions, the Framework includes details through Categories, Subcategories, and Information 
Sources. These core Functions should shape any law firm’s cybersecurity program. It includes 
cross-references to other security standards, including the ones discussed below, in Table 2 in 
Appendix A. 

The Framework follows an evolving approach to security, which recognizes the 
increasing importance of detection and response. For years, the major emphasis 
was on protection. While detection and incident response have long been 
necessary parts of comprehensive information security, they have too often 
taken a back seat to protection. Their increasing importance is now being 
recognized. Gartner, a leading technology consulting firm, has predicted that by 
2020, 60% of enterprises' information security budgets will be allocated for rapid 
detection and response approaches, up from less than 10% in 2014.77 Some 
technology attorneys and security professionals have expressed the view that 
the Framework will become a or the de facto standard for an overall approach to 
reasonable security in the United States. 

The ISO 27000 series of standards, published by the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO), are consensus international standards for a comprehensive Information 
Security Management System (ISMS), including its elements, processes, and controls.78 The 
systems are described in ISO/IEC 27000:2014 – Overview and Vocabulary. There are various 
additional standards in the series that provide additional details. Together, they provide the 
overall framework and details for establishing, implementing, monitoring, and continually 
improving an ISMS. The core standards include: ISO/IEC 27001:2013 - Information Security 
Management Systems— Requirements, ISO/IEC 27002:2013 - Code of Practice for Information 
Security Management Controls, and ISO/IEC 27005:2011 - Information Security Risk 
Management. There is a formal process under which an organization’s ISMS can be formally 
certified under ISO/IEC 27001 by a qualified third-party. While a limited, but slowly growing, 
number of law firms report having or seeking formal certification under the ISO 27000 standards, 
a greater number report using these standards, or parts of them, as guides. ILTA’s LegalSEC 
initiative has been focusing on aligning the legal community with the 27000 standards. 

In addition to the Framework, NIST has published numerous security standards and guidance 
documents and periodically updates them. While compliance with many of them is required for 
government agencies and government contractors, they can be used as guidance by other 
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enterprises, including law firms. Many of them are very technical and more appropriate for 
government agencies and large companies (and large law firms), but some are basic and tailored 
for small and midsize businesses.  

NIST Special Publication 800-53, Revision 4, Security and Privacy Controls for Federal Information 
Systems and Organizations (April 2013) and standards referenced in it provide a comprehensive 
catalog of controls and a process for selection and implementation of them through a risk 
management process. While designed for federal agencies, the NIST process and various NIST 
standards can be used by law firms or businesses as guides. There is no formal process for 
certification under NIST like there is under ISO 27001.  Some law firms have reported that they 
are aligning their security programs with NIST standards.  

There are NIST standards and guidance documents that are tailored to small and mid-size 
businesses. NIST’s Small Business Information Security: The Fundamentals, Draft NISTR 7621, 
Revision 1 (December 2014) provides NIST’s recommendations for small businesses to establish 
reasonably effective cybersecurity programs. It defines typical small businesses as ones with up 
to 500 employees, but recognizes that it may vary with the type of business. It provides 3 
classifications of security practices: absolutely necessary, highly recommended, and more 
advanced. Because of attorneys’ duty to protect confidential information, they should consider 
implementing the security practices in all 3 classifications. 

US- CERT, a part of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, has published a number of 
cybersecurity resources79 for businesses, control systems, government agencies, and consumers, 
including ones for small and midsize businesses.80 They include resources like a “Toolkit for Small 
and Midsize Businesses” and “Why Every Small Business Should Use the NIST Cybersecurity 
Framework.”  

The Federal Trade Commission’s (FTC) Safeguards Rule under the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act also 
provides a helpful framework for smaller firms, although it does not generally apply to lawyers 
as a legal requirement (unless they have agreed by contract to do so). The requirements in the 
rule, “Standards for Safeguarding Customer Information,” 16 CFR, Part 314, are general and cover 
fewer than two pages in the Federal Register. They provide an overall approach, but not all the 
details. 

B. Consensus Security Controls 

In addition to standards and frameworks for comprehensive security programs, there are 
consensus standards for sets of security controls that are parts of comprehensive programs, but 
not complete programs. For example, the SANS Top 20 Critical Security Controls, first published 
in 2008, were developed as “an approach to prioritizing a list of the controls that would have the 
greatest impact in improving risk posture against real-world threats.” They were originally 
coordinated by the SANS Institute, a leading information research and education provider, and 
were agreed upon by a consortium including the National Security Agency, U.S.-CERT, the 
Department of Defense, Joint Task Force Global Network Operations (JTF-GNO) Command, the 
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Department of Energy Nuclear Laboratories, the Department of State, the Department of 
Defense Cyber Crime Center, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, leading commercial forensics 
consultants and pen testers, and others.  

They are now managed by the Center for Internet Security and are now called the CIS Controls 
for Effective Cyber Defense Version 6.0.81 They include 20 critical controls. They have evolved over 
time and it is important to consult the Center or SANS websites for the current version. The 
Controls do not define the requirements for a comprehensive information security program, but 
instead, are “a recommended set of actions that provide specific and actionable ways to stop 
today's most pervasive and dangerous cyber attacks.” They remain current and relevant because 
“they are updated by cyber experts based on actual attack data pulled from a variety of public 
and private threat sources.” They “represent the most important cyber hygiene actions every 
organization should implement to protect their IT networks.” 

For law firms starting information security programs, the Controls can be used for setting 
priorities and making sure that the key controls are covered. They state that “Controls CSC 1 
through CSC 5 are essential to success and are among the very first things to be done.” They are 
necessary for a strong foundation for defense. They include: 

CSC 1: Inventory of Authorized and Unauthorized Devices 

CSC 2: Inventory of Authorized and Unauthorized Software 

CSC 3: Secure Configurations for Hardware and Software on Mobile Devices, 
            Laptops, Workstations, and Servers 

CSC 4: Continuous Vulnerability Assessment and Remediation 

CSC 5: Controlled Use of Administrative Privileges 

The first step in comprehensive security (CSC 1 and CSC 2) is identifying what needs to be 
protected.  

For those with established programs, the Controls can be used as part of the auditing and 
updating process. 

The SANS Institute publishes a poster that demonstrates the Controls and some details relating 
to them. It also includes a map that coordinates the controls with other security standards and 
requirements like NIST, ISO and HIPAA. 82 

The Australian Signals Directorate, an intelligence agency in the Australian Government 
Department of Defence, publishes a set of Strategies to Mitigate Targeted Cyber Intrusions.83 The 
current version (February 2014) lists 35 measures and provides details about them. The 
Strategies take an approach similar to the Critical Security Controls.  
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Significantly, the Signals Directorate reports that 4 of the measures, as a package, would have 
mitigated at least 85% of the incidents to which it responded. These Top 4 Mitigation Strategies 
are: 1) application whitelisting, 2) patching systems, 3) restricting administrative privileges, and 
4) creating a defence in depth system. 

Attorneys and law firms should select and use one or more of the standards and frameworks that 
fit the size of the firm and the sensitivity of the information. As noted above, the NIST Framework 
includes, in Table 2 in Appendix A, cross-references of its subcategories to other security standards 
and consensus controls, including the ISO 27000 series, NIST 800-53, the Critical Security Controls, 
and the Strategies to Mitigate. 

Starting with the basics and then moving forward can have a prompt, strong impact on improving 
security - the Verizon 2013 Data Breach Investigation Report (covering 2012) reports that 78% of 
breaches were of low or very low difficulty for initial compromise.84 This suggests that basic and 
intermediate safeguards may have prevented many of them. 

C. Laptops and Portable Devices 

Protection of laptops, smartphones, tablets, and 
other mobile devices presents a good example of 
application of the requirement of “reasonable 
efforts” to a specific category of technology. 
Mobile devices present a great security risk 
because they can be easily lost or stolen. The 
Verizon 2014 Data Breach Investigation Report 
(covering 2013) explains the risk and a solution to 
it – encryption – this way:85 

PHYSICAL THEFT AND LOSS 
RECOMMENDED CONTROLS 

The primary root cause of incidents in this pattern is carelessness of one degree or another. 
Accidents happen. People lose stuff. People steal stuff. And that’s never going to change. 
But there are a few things you can do to mitigate that risk. 

Encrypt devices 

Considering the high frequency of lost assets, encryption is as close to a no-brainer 
solution as it gets for this incident pattern. Sure, the asset is still missing, but at least it 
will save a lot of worry, embarrassment, and potential lawsuits by simply being able to say 
the information within it was protected. 

(Emphasis added.) 
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While each attorney and law firm should determine what is reasonable in their circumstances, 
this raises the question, does failure to use encryption for mobile devices - a no-brainer solution 
– comply with the duty to employ reasonable safeguards? 

Conclusion 

Attorneys have ethical and common law obligations to take competent and reasonable measures 
to safeguard information relating to clients and often have contractual and        regulatory 
requirements. Compliance with these duties requires developing, implementing, and maintaining 
a comprehensive information security program. Important considerations for attorneys include 
understanding limitations in their knowledge and experience, obtaining appropriate, qualified 
assistance, continuing security training, and ongoing review and updating as technology, threats, 
and available security evolve over time. Particularly important is constant security awareness by 
all users of technology – every day, every time they’re using technology. 
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Additional Information 

American Bar Association, Business Law Section, Cyberspace Law Committee, 
http://apps.americanbar.org/dch/committee.cfm?com=CL320000.   

American Bar Association, Cybersecurity Resources, 
www.americanbar.org/groups/leadership/office_of_the_president/cybersecurity/resources.ht
ml, provides links to cybersecurity materials and publications by various ABA sections, divisions 
and committees 

American Bar Association, Cybersecurity Legal Task Force 
www.americanbar.org/groups/leadership/office_of_the_president/cybersecurity.html  

American Bar Association, Law Practice Division, www.lawpractice.org, including the Legal 
Technology Resource Center 
www.americanbar.org/groups/departments_offices/legal_technology_resources.html 

American Bar Association, A Playbook for Cyber Events, Second Edition (American Bar 
Association 2014) 

American Bar Association, Section of Science and Technology Law, Information Security 
Committee http://apps.americanbar.org/dch/committee.cfm?com=ST230002  

Center for Internet Security, a leading security organization that publishes consensus-based 
best security practices like the CIS Critical Security Controls and Secure Configuration 
Benchmarks 
https://www.cisecurity.org.   

ILTA LegalSEC, http://connect.iltanet.org/resources/legalsec?ssopc=1 (International Legal 
Technology Association), provides the legal community with guidelines for risk-based 
information programs, including publications, the LegalSEC security initiative, peer group 
discussions, webinars, an annual LegalSEC Summit conference and other live programs; some 
materials are publicly available while others are available only to members 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), www.nist.gov/itl/csd, numerous 
standards and publications, including the Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure 
Cybersecurity (February 2014), www.nist.gov/cyberframework/upload/cybersecurity-
framework-021214.pdf  

SANS Institute, www.sans.org, a leading information research, education, and certification 
provider, includes resources like the SANS Reading Room, the Critical Security Controls, Securing 
the Human, and OUCH! (a monthly security newsletter for end users) 

Sharon D. Nelson, David G. Ries and John W. Simek, Encryption Made Simple for Lawyers 
(American Bar Association 2015) 

Sharon D. Nelson, David G. Ries and John W. Simek, Locked Down: Practical Information 
Security for Lawyers (American Bar Association 2016) 

Jill D. Rhodes and Vincent I. Polley, The ABA Cybersecurity Handbook: A Resource for Attorneys, 
Law Firms, and Business Professionals (American Bar Association 2013) 



 

 

The Sedona Conference, Commentary on Privacy and Information Security: Principles and 
Guidelines for Lawyers, Law Firms, and Other Legal Service Providers (November 2015) 

Thomas J. Shaw, Editor, Information Security and Privacy: A Practical Guide for Global 
Executives, Lawyers and Technologists (American Bar Association 2011) 

US-CERT, part of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, www.us-cert.gov, includes 
resources for implementing the NIST Framework (businesses www.us-
cert.gov/ccubedvp/getting-started-business) and (small and midsize businesses 
https://www.us-cert.gov/ccubedvp/getting-started-smb) 



 

 

 

 

A New Dawn for Law Firm Cyberinsurance: 

“We Don’t Insure Stupid” 
by Sharon D. Nelson, Esq. and John W. Simek 

© 2015 Sensei Enterprises, Inc. 

We have written about cyberinsurance previously. It would be too strong to say 

“forget everything you knew before” on this topic, but there have been such 

major developments in the last year that a strong cup of coffee might be helpful 

while you carefully read this article. A new dawn has indeed broken and law firms 

have a lot of catching up to do. 

How good is your cyberinsurance? Do you know if you have it? 

In the ABA’s 2015 Legal Technology Resource Center Survey, only 11% of 

respondents knew their firm had cyberinsurance. That’s alarming when the same 

survey showed a marked increase in data breaches and security incidents. 

The survey showed that many lawyers didn’t know whether their law firms had 

cyberinsurance – in fact, in firms of more than 100 lawyers, 80% didn’t know if 

the law firm carried such insurance. Now that the ABA Model Rules of 

Professional Conduct have required more technological competence of lawyers 

(Rules 1.1 and 1.6 – thus far adopted by 15 states, and that number expected to 

grow), it may be an ethical violation if you don’t inform yourself about the state of 

your firm’s information security – and of course one way you protect your clients 

is by managing risk through cyberinsurance. 

We regularly hear lawyers insist that their comprehensive general liability (CGL) 

policy will protect them. It almost never does. Almost all insurers have now 

riddled the CGL with exclusions to push clients into new specialized cybersecurity 

insurance policies or riders. Cyberinsurance is its own beast – and a law firm 

without it in our breach-laden world is very foolish. 

The rapid evolution of cybersecurity policies 

Cybersecurity insurance policies, first introduced in the 1990s, are now the fastest 

growing segment of the insurance industry. As of 2015, according to a report from 

insurer Allianz Global Corporate and Specialty (AGCS) the cyberinsurance market 

is estimated to be worth around $2 billion in premiums, with U.S. businesses 

accounting for about 90% of the market. While fewer than 10% of companies in 



 

 

the U.S. purchase cyberinsurance today, the market is expected to grow by 

double-digit figures from year to year and could reach more than $20 billion in 

the next decade. And no wonder – a recent study by the Ponemon Institute 

estimates that more than one billion records of personally identifiable 

information have been stolen worldwide to date. 

The myth that “it can’t happen here” has vanished 

It is now widely accepted that most large law firms have been breached, many 

more than once. Or put another way, there are two kinds of law firms – those 

who have been breached and those who will be breached. Very simply, data that 

has value (and is usually sold on the Dark Web) is a magnet for the bad guys. 

Why is cyberinsurance such an important part of information security? The plain 

truth is that information security has no silver bullet. You can never secure your 

data 100% of the time. A determined and sophisticated hacker can overcome 

your technological defenses. 

Worse yet are the carbon-based units (your employees) who steadfastly refuse to 

practice safe computing. According to Verizon’s 2015 Data Breach Investigations 

Report, 23% of recipients open e mails sent by scammers/hackers, and 11% 

download attachments from phishing emails. Results also showed that 50% of 

users click on phishing links within the first hour of being exposed. 

Given the depth and breadth of vulnerabilities, much of information security is 

about risk management. There is some point at which you’ve done all you can do, 

within your budget, to secure your data. Now you turn to managing the risk 

through cyberinsurance. 

Your first step is to review your current insurance policy and see what it does 

cover. If it is indeed the sort of standard policy described above, it is now time to 

talk to your insurance agent and explain the kind of coverage you need. 

How Much Does It Cost? 

Cyberinsurance is not cheap, so be a savvy shopper. The prices remain all over the 

map, so make sure your insurance agent looks around. There isn’t yet a good 

model for measuring prices, risks and how to hedge the risks – hence the crazy 

variation in prices – which are rising steadily, sometimes exponentially, in reaction 

to the many well-publicized data breaches of the past year. 



 

 

Some companies still do not offer cyberinsurance, but there are now at least 50. 

Many have learned that there is gold in the cyberworld to be panned, particularly 

because almost all states have data breach notifications laws. As we write, forty-

seven states, the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands 

have enacted legislation requiring private or government entities to notify 

individuals of security breaches of information involving personally identifiable 

information. 

Insurance companies are still gathering actuarial data to help assist in setting 

prices, but as we are in the adolescence of cyberinsurance, pricing is volatile. 

Thank heavens solo and small firms are on the lower end of the spectrum, but it’s 

still costly. In 2015, the cost was roughly $10,000 per $1,000,000 of coverage. 

Reuters recently reported that hacking has become such a problem that insurers 

are now in the process of massively increasing cyber premiums. Lucky you.  

Insurance companies are also raising deductibles – in some cases by incredible 

amounts. The list of exclusions is growing too – so make sure you read that list 

carefully. 

To minimize risk, insurance companies are submitting self-audits to prospective 

cyberinsurance customers. They are also taking harsher measures, sending in 

assessors to get an onsite overview of a law firm’s security risks and the premium 

may be based on how closely the assessors’ consequent recommendations are 

followed. If you do have a self-audit form you are filling out, don’t be slipshod and 

do be candid – your false, misleading or vague answers will certainly be used 

against you if you file a claim. 

Consider being proactive – as an example, considering abiding by the National 

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Cybersecurity Framework. The more 

you can show that you are ahead of the curve in protecting confidential data, the 

better your negotiating posture with the insurance companies, which might earn 

you a preferred premium rate – not to mention the overall benefits of good risk 

management. 

Very few things are as expensive as investigating a data breach, notifying 

everyone affected by the breach and otherwise complying with legal 

requirements through notification and the offer of credit monitoring as well as 

remediating the problem that caused the breach. This often requires a full-scale 



 

 

security assessment followed by major expenditures to follow all of the 

recommendations. 

Use a good insurance broker – one who is experienced in procuring 

cyberinsurance. It is amazing how few brokers have expertise in this area or know 

which companies to recommend. There are certainly companies who have a 

reputation for denying claims claiming that they fall under exclusion clauses and 

others who have a reputation for standing by their customers. 

Firms are waking up to the potential cost of a data breach, especially if they are in 

a regulated industry such as finance or health care. The Ponemon Institute’s 2015 

Global Cost of Data Breach Study polled 350 companies in 11 countries and found 

that malicious attacks take an average of 256 days to discover while breaches 

causes by human error take an average of 158 days to identify. The median cost is 

$3.9 million a year (a 23% increase since 2013). 

What Will a Prospective Insurer Ask You? 

This varies widely. But be prepared for many, many questions regarding: 

• Your network diagram 

• The kind of data you hold, including credit card data, personally 

identifiable information (PII), HIPAA data, classified data, etc. 

• The nature and frequency of cybersecurity training given to employees 

• Compliance with information security standards 

• Frequency of security assessments – are they conducted in-house or by 

an independent third party? 

• Policies and plans involving cybersecurity  

• Security currently in place, including firewalls, anti-malware software, 

data loss protection (DLP) hardware/software, intrusion detection 

systems (IDS) hardware/software 

• Report of any previous data breaches 

• Security termination procedures upon an employee’s departure 

• Physical security of the office(s) 

• How the backup is engineered (is it impervious to ransomware?) 

• Cybersecurity policies related to vendors and other third parties 

• Do you allow BYOD (bring your own device) or BYON (bring your own 

network)? If so, how are they managed? 



 

 

• Password policies/enforcement 

• Encryption policies and software/hardware you deploy 

 
What coverage am I looking for? 

There is no consistency between the coverage of the various insurance 

companies, and they all use different language. It is very hard to determine 

exactly what you’re purchasing much less make an apples to apples comparison. 

What if data is somehow transported to a social media site? Are you covered 

there? And how about data breaches in the clouds? It is widely reported that 

cloud providers tend to have less coverage than might be prudent from the point 

of view of the law firm that engaged the cloud. And just read your cloud vendor’s 

terms of service; we can guarantee that the provider will try to insulate itself from 

liability. With 50% or more of law firms storing at least some data in the cloud, 

this is a threshold question to ask. 

Not surprisingly, with all the confusion, battles over coverage have wound up in 

court. In Zurich v. American Insurance Co. v. Sony Corp. of America, Zurich was 

seeking to absolve itself of any responsibility to defend or indemnify Sony for 

claims asserted in class actions and other actions stemming from the 2011 

hacking of Sony’s PlayStation Network. Zurich maintained that the general liability 

policies it sold to Sony did not apply. Ultimately, the court agreed. If Sony’s 

lawyers didn’t know what their insurance covered, imagine the fog a solo or small 

firm attorney might be in. 

One of the major developments of 2015 was that insurance companies were 

moving to offer “business interruption” coverage as part of their cyberinsurance 

policies. This is definitely something you want to inquire about. 

Another major development of 2015 was the headline “We Don’t Cover Stupid” – 

referring to an insurance company’s refusal to pay a claim when a company that 

had been breached had not followed “minimum required practices” as spelled out 

in the policy. This story doesn’t involve a law firm but it is instructive for law firms 

to read it – we’ve seen a number of insurance companies say there is no coverage 

where security of confidential data is sloppy. 

The specific suit we reference involves California healthcare provider Cottage 

Health System and its insurer, Columbia Casualty, which refused to pay up after a 



 

 

breach, pointing to a clause in the policy that effectively said it didn't have to 

cover the breach because Cottage hadn't followed "minimum required practices" 

as spelled out in the policy. We can’t imagine how many law firms might be 

vulnerable under such an exclusion. 

How Insurers Dodge Liability 

• Not paying retroactively. Given that breaches can be discovered months 

after the compromise, law firms should carefully consider when 

coverage starts. 

• Terrorism/act of foreign enemy exclusions. Many cyberattacks originate 

from outside a country's borders, and many of them are believed to be 

state sponsored. Depending on the policy's wording, your firm could be 

left high and dry.  

• Lack of coverage for negligence. Insurers are starting to cover only data 

theft, not negligence. If an employee loses an unencrypted laptop with 

sensitive data, some policies won't cover the breach. 

• Failure to make a timely notification to the insurance company. Make 

sure you know when you need to report an incident to your insurer. The 

clock may be ticking and you don’t want to find that your delay means 

that there are costs you cannot recover – and remember that costs start 

to mount up quickly after a breach. 

In the end, you will have to balance the costs of making security improvements 

with the cost of cyberinsurance to determine where you are getting the maximum 

benefit and limiting your risks as much as possible. It is not an easy calculation. 

The authors are the President and Vice President of Sensei Enterprises, Inc., a legal 

technology, information security and digital forensics firm based in Fairfax, VA. 

703-359-0700 (phone) www.senseient.com 

  



 

 

Clients Demand Law Firm Cyberaudits 
by Sharon D. Nelson, Esq. and John W. Simek 

© 2016 Sensei Enterprises, Inc.  

Bank of America Merrill Lynch Audits Law Firm Cybersecurity 

Three years ago, there was a collective gasp heard ‘round the country the day the 

press reported that Bank of America Merrill Lynch was auditing the cybersecurity 

policies at its outside law firms, partly under pressure from government 

regulators. 

Assistant General Counsel Richard Borden stated that Bank of America is "one of 

the largest targets in the world" for cyberattacks, and that law firms are 

"considered one of the biggest vectors that the hackers, or others, are going to go 

at to try to get to our information." 

Regulators at the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, which oversees BofA 

and other financial services companies, "have focused on law firms," according to 

Borden. "They are coming down on us about security at law firms. So we have no 

choice but to check the information security and to audit — to actually audit — 

the information security of our law firms that have confidential information. We 

spend a lot of money and use a lot of law firms, so this is casting a very wide net." 

Amid much hand-wringing, the prophecy that law firms would be forced to 

confront their data security shortcomings has finally come true. Clients now want, 

as do regulators, assurance that law firm data is being adequately protected. The 

receipt of information security audits, more politely termed “assessments”, is 

now a regular occurrence at many law firms. They come not only from clients, but 

from insurance companies offering cyber insurance – but they want to know what 

they are getting into first! 

Pay Now or Pay Later 

Though law firms are not thrilled about lifting their data security skirts for 

inspection, this move was inevitable. For way too long, most law firms have paid 

scant attention to information security. We are hoarse from explaining that it is a 

“pay now or pay later” proposition – either law firms get serious about guarding 

their client data and spend the monies to do so – or they will pay later when a 

data breach causes them to require the services of digital forensics experts to 

investigate the breach and an outside lawyer to advise them of their legal 



 

 

responsibilities. They will also incur the costs of remediating the vulnerabilities 

and the costs associated with complying with state data breach notification laws 

(currently, 47 states have such laws). 

The big firms have gotten the word. Previously, some clients have wanted to see 

law firm security policies. Some have allowed law firms to effectively audit 

themselves. Today, clients want to see if security policies and plans are actually 

being followed. And they want independent third party audits, sometimes 

including penetration testing. 

As clients have woken up to the potential vulnerabilities of law firms, they are 

demanding much, much more in the way of security – it is clear that clients are 

leaving firms which don’t meet their security expectations. Hence the fairly 

sudden desire to get secure. In the AmLaw 200 in 2015, firms were reported to be 

spending an average of 1.9% of gross revenues on cybersecurity – and that can 

amount to as much as $7 million a year. That is an extraordinary change, to say 

the least. 

A Small Question of Ethics 

This whole topic is hot, hot, hot – and it shows on the lecture circuit. Colleague 

Dave Ries sent a hypothetical currently being used for discussion in a CLE. The 

bulk of it was developed by the General Counsel of Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney. 

It goes like this: 

Prior to being hired as counsel for GRU [Genetics-R-Us], DCH [Dewey, Cheatham & 

Howe] must meet certain GRU security requirements. GRU has stringent security 

requirements for its service providers, including law firms. Lawyer 1 and Lawyer 2 

are meeting with DCH’s Technology Director to discuss GRU’s security 

requirements and a questionnaire about security that GRU has asked the law firm 

to complete. Tech Director says that the firm meets most of the requirements, but 

not all of them. It will take weeks, or perhaps months, to comply with all of them. 

Lawyer 2 tells him “we have to tell the truth, but put our best foot forward and 

stretch things a little if you have to. I’d hate to lose this work because you haven’t 

done your job. Just fill it out so we pass and sent it back to GHR. It’s all tech stuff, 

so Lawyer 1 and I don’t need to review it.” 

So what happened to the duty to supervise? Is the lawyer implicitly sanctioning 

deceit? Can you be competent under the new rules of professionalism when you 



 

 

say “it’s all tech stuff” as though you had no need to investigate and understand 

it? This has all the makings of an ethical disaster. 

Today, when we lecture on encryption, we have standing room only audiences. 

The people who come to our live sessions radiate a hunger for cybersecurity 

knowledge. They are genuinely scared – and perhaps more so because of the new 

versions of the ABA Rules of Professional Conduct 1.1 (Competence) and 1.6 

(Confidentiality of Information), which together require competent and 

reasonable measures to safeguard information relating to clients. As we go to 

press, Virginia has just become the 18th state to adopt the changes to those rules 

– and it is clear that more states will be following suit soon. 

How Do You Survive a Cyberaudit? 

1. Be prepared for everything (including telling the truth).  

2. Review your ethical responsibilities (better now than when you are before a 

Disciplinary Board). 

3. Make sure you have a diagram showing where all your data is. 

4. Be especially careful about third parties holding your data – you may need 

to audit them! At the very least, you need to understand their security 

precautions and procedures. 

5. Do an annual review of all policies and plans which impact data security and 

update them as needed. These may include but not be limited to: 

 Business continuity plan 

 Disaster recovery plan 

 Incident response plan 

 Remote access policy 

 Employee termination policy 

 Password policy 

 Encryption policy 

 Data access policy (including access by guests/vendors/clients) 

 Physical security plan 

 BYOD/BYON policy 

6. At least once a year, get a full-blown security assessment by an 

independent third party security company (if you are a smaller firm, use a 



 

 

smaller security firm – the prices are much less). Remember that these 

firms are in the business of making assessments – their own credibility is on 

the line, so their assessments carry more weight. As a bonus, you may get a 

discount from your insurer on your premiums. 

7. Consider whether you need penetration testing – actual attempts by 

experts to breach your network. Penetration testing can include network 

attacks and/or physically attempting to penetrate your facility to access the 

computing infrastructure. This may be overkill for a small firm, but certainly 

not for a large firm. 

8. Be prepared – make sure you have cyberinsurance that will protect you 

fully in the event of a data breach – most policies will not and require a 

specific rider. 

9. Stop kowtowing to the demands of lawyers that they want to BYOD (bring 

their own device) or BYON (bring your own network). This is serious stuff, 

not a parlor game where willful children should rule. 

10.  Our advice? And yes, we’re serious – law firm business should only be 

conducted on devices issued by the law firm – and no personal business 

should be allowed on those devices. Not many firms will have the gumption 

to do this (see the willful children remark above) but this will be a key 

measure valued by clients and regulators. 

11.  Encryption is not complicated. Make sure lawyers use it where needed! 

12.  If a cloud provider has a master decrypt key, encrypt before depositing any 

sensitive data there (e.g. Dropbox). 

13.  Install hardware and software that does realtime intrusion detection – if 

you are a smaller firm that can’t afford this, make sure you enable logging 

so there will be a trail to follow. 

14.  Twice a year, have mandatory security training to keep employees advised 

of new security threats and to underscore the need for vigilance, including 

being watchful for suspicious e-mails, texts, hyperlinks etc. as well as social 

engineering ploys. 

15.  Document all your security measures so you can produce it as part of an 

audit. 



 

 

16.  Even if you are allowed to self-audit, don’t. The human tendency is to cut 

corners or say “I think so” which translates to “yes” in the audit when you 

are not really sure “yes” is the full or correct answer. 

17.  If you’re big enough, have an audit committee with players from IT, 

Compliance, Management, and Security. They will all have a part to play 

and it is important to get buy-in across the board. 

It is impossible in a short article to describe all of the steps a law firm should take 

when confronted by an audit – they will likely be spelled out for you by your 

clients. With a little help from Google, search for “security audits checklist” and 

you’ll find plenty of reference material. 

Final thoughts 

The time to get started on all this is yesterday. And we predict with a fair amount 

of confidence that many law firms will sashay into the future as vulnerable as ever 

unless clients force them to take security seriously. 

We have all but throttled audiences in our passion to get them to understand 

how real the problem of data security is but in the end, perhaps Matt Hooper said 

it best when he prophesied in the original Jaws movie. 

“I'm familiar with the fact that you are going to ignore this particular problem 

until it swims up and bites you in the ass!” 

The authors are the President and Vice President of Sensei Enterprises, Inc., a legal technology, 

information security and digital forensics firm based in Fairfax, VA. 703-359-0700 (phone) 

www.senseient.com 

 

  



 

 

Excerpts from Locked Down: Practical Information Security For Lawyers 
 

Security Certifications and Security Audits 

In 2015, The American Lawyer reported that 18 large law firms in the U.S. had 

received the ISO 27001 certification. This certification has become a way of 

assuring clients that law firms are indeed protecting their clients’ data. The yearly 

audits to maintain the certification offer clients a lot of comfort and offer law 

firms the continuing opportunity to assess and respond to new risks. 

We certainly predict that the number of law firms seeking that certification will 

grow – and that other certifications may be sought. You will likely see statements 

made that the law firm is compliant with some of the security standards 

referenced earlier in this book. Likewise, some clients are somewhat skeptical of 

law firms doing their own audits, even on the forms provided them by clients. 

There is a deeply human tendency to give the clients the answer they want. More 

and more frequently, clients are likely to be demanding an independent third 

party audit – or even sending in their own elite team of information security 

experts to make an assessment. 

The bottom line is that clients who are unsatisfied with their law firm’s security 

are going to require changes or take their business elsewhere. Some law firms are 

trying to get out ahead of the demands and ramping up their security so they can 

point to it and use it as marketing leverage. 

Policies and Plans 

Expect more policies and plans as more security incidents take place in law firms. 

There is a great interest by clients in seeing a law firm’s Incident Response Plan. 

Insurance companies want to see it as well – and information security policies 

generally. While all the large firms are likely to have Incident Response Plans, they 

are fairly rare in solo and small firms. As the authors have seen these firms 

become more and more interested in securing their data, their interest in policies 

and plans is bound to increase as well. 

Clients are asking for stricter policies to be put into place, and that will likely 

continue. They may ask that no sensitive data be placed on a flash drive, or that 

only “clean devices” be taken to countries where state-sponsored hacking is 

common. They may forbid any linkage between a law firm’s network and 



 

 

networks in another country, although there is the practical element since the 

majority of networks are connected to the Internet. All sorts of demands by 

clients are being made – and we predict that the initial trickle of demands will 

increase to a river. You may recall that, in 2012, information security company 

Mandiant (a division of FireEye) put out a report estimating that 80% of the 100 

largest American law firms had experienced some form of a data breach in 2011 – 

is it any wonder that clients are so demanding in light of estimated numbers like 

those? We look for far tighter information security controls to be employed by 

law firms in response to client concerns. 

Passwords and Multifactor Authentication 

Passwords aren’t dead yet and probably won’t be for the foreseeable future. But 

they have to die ultimately because they offer such scant protection. The move to 

multifactor authentication is clearly mandated by its far greater ability to secure 

data. Solos and small firm lawyers may not move that way as fast, but clients are 

demanding tighter and tighter protection for their data and multifactor 

authentication is one robust and obvious solution. 

Encryption 

This train left the station very fast in 2015 as the word spread that clients were 

demanding encryption – and as products emerged that were very simple to use 

and don’t cost a lot of money either. No math skills required and you don’t have 

to understand encryption. You just have to point and click an “Encrypt and Send” 

button – or something similar. The most Luddite of American lawyers are 

beginning to understand this and we anticipate a widespread adoption of 

encryption everywhere before we “set pen to paper” for the next edition.  

Social Media 

The social media chapter of this book is brand new with this edition. Social media 

is now a mainstream form of communication for most people – and they spend a 

lot of time on social media. We expect to see more attack vectors using social 

media as a weapon for hackers. They are practicing what every fishing boat 

captains knows – they are fishing where the fish are. We expect our Social Media 

chapter to be very volatile in the next edition of this book. 



 

 

Mobility 

We expect an even greater increase of mobile access. Wireless connections are all 

the rage and we move towards an increased usage of tablets, smartphones and 

wearable technology. More and more of the younger generation will impose 

pressure for BYOD (Bring Your Own Device), BYON (Bring Your Own Network) and 

BYOC (Bring Your Own Cloud). The access to any data from any place using any 

device will create new challenges for information security. Detection tools will be 

needed to identify when a device is connected to the firm network. You can’t 

protect it if you don’t know it exists. 

File-Syncing Software – Dropbox and its Brethren 

Though there are many kinds of file syncing software, lawyers have glommed on 

to Dropbox in droves. The Washington Post reported that 33% of its users in 

Washington D.C. were sharing files. We are hearing repeatedly of e-discovery 

productions being made via Dropbox and similar services.  We expect to see 

breaches via services like Dropbox – some users misunderstanding how to use 

these kinds of services securely and some keeping data (like those e-discovery 

productions) around as “dark data” that they don’t remember they have which 

may be hacked, inadvertently shared, etc. 

Policies and Plans 

Expect more policies and plans as more security incidents take place in law firms. 

There is a great interest by clients in seeing a law firm’s Incident Response Plan. 

Insurance companies want to see it as well – and information security policies 

generally. While all the large firms are likely to have Incident Response Plans, they 

are fairly rare in solo and small firms. As the authors have seen these firms 

become more and more interested in securing their data, their interest in policies 

and plans is bound to increase as well. 

Clients are asking for stricter policies to be put into place, and that will likely 

continue. They may ask that no sensitive data be placed on a flash drive, or that 

only “clean devices” be taken to countries where state-sponsored hacking is 

common. They may forbid any linkage between a law firm’s network and 

networks in another country, although there is the practical element since the 

majority of networks are connected to the Internet. All sorts of demands by 

clients are being made – and we predict that the initial trickle of demands will 

increase to a river. You may recall that, in 2012, information security company 



 

 

Mandiant (a division of FireEye) put out a report estimating that 80% of the 100 

largest American law firms had experienced some form of a data breach in 2011 – 

is it any wonder that clients are so demanding in light of estimated numbers like 

those? We look for far tighter information security controls to be employed by 

law firms in response to client concerns. 

 

 

Incident Response Plans 

This core of the response function is advanced planning. This means attorneys 

and law firms need a plan, usually called an Incident Response Plan (IRP), which is 

often focused on data breaches, but “incidents” can refer to responding to 

ransomware, fighting attempted hacks, an insider accessing data without 

authorization or a lost or stolen laptop or mobile device. 

Most large firms now have these plans in place, but many smaller firms do not. 

More and more, clients and insurance companies are asking to review law firms’ 

IRPs. In the face of ever-escalating data breaches, now is a good time to develop 

and implement a plan or to update an existing one. After all, football teams don’t 

get the playbook on game day! 

The problem with all plans is that they may not survive first contact with the 

enemy. That’s OK. Far worse is having no plan at all and reacting in panic with no 

structure to guide your actions. The first hour that a security consultant or law 

enforcement spends with a business or law firm after a data breach has been 

discovered is a very unpleasant time. Kevin Mandia, the founder of Mandiant, a 

leading security firm, has called it “the upchuck hour.” It is not a happy time. 

Don’t rely on a template IRP. While templates may be a starting point, no two law 

firms are identical and all have different business processes, network 

infrastructures and types of data. An IRP must be customized to fit the firm – the 

smaller the firm, the shorter the plan is likely to be. For a solo practice, it may just 

be a series of checklists, with who to call for what. Books and standards have 

been written about IRPs. They can be reviewed and qualified professionals can be 

consulted for more details.  The following is a condensed and, hopefully, 

digestible overview. 



 

 

The Elements of an IRP 

 Identify the internal personnel responsible for each of the functions listed 

in the IRP.  Identify them by position titles rather than by name, since 

people come and go. It will require a broad-based team for a firm of any 

size – management, IT, information security, human resources, compliance, 

marketing, etc. Have a conference call bridge line identified in case a 

breach happens at night or on a weekend and include home/cell phone 

numbers and personal as well as work e-mail addresses. This list will need 

to be updated regularly as people join or leave the firm. 

 Identify the contact information for an experienced data breach lawyer – 

many large firms now have departments that focus on security and data 

breach response and some smaller firms have a focus on the area. Don’t 

think you can handle this without an attorney who is experienced in data 

breaches. Your data breach lawyer (if you selected a good one) will be an 

invaluable quarterback for your IRP team – and he or she may be able to 

preserve under attorney/client privilege much of the information related to 

the breach investigation. 

 Identify the location of your insurance policy (which darn well better cover 

data breaches). You need to make sure you are covered before you start 

and list the insurer’s contact information because you are going to need to 

call your insurer as soon as you are aware of a possible breach. 

 Identify the contact information for law enforcement – perhaps your local 

FBI office – often the first folks called in. 

 Identify the contact information for the digital forensics consultant you 

would want to investigate and remediate the cause of the breach. Often, a 

firm has been breached for seven months or more before the breach is 

discovered – it will take time to unravel what went on. 

 Include in the IRP containment and recovery from a breach. A law firm that 

has been breached has an increased risk of a subsequent (or continuing) 

breach – either because the breach has not been fully contained or because 

the attacker has discovered vulnerabilities that it can exploit in the future. 



 

 

 Determine the data that has been compromised or potentially 

compromised. You’ll want to know if all data that should have been 

encrypted was indeed encrypted in transmission and in storage. If it was, 

this may lessen the notification burden. Identify any PII (Personally 

Identifiable Information) that may have been compromised. 

 Identify and preserve systems logs for your information systems. If logging 

functions are not turned on or logs are not retained, start maintaining them 

before a breach. 

 If you have intrusion detection or data loss prevention software, logs from 

them should be preserved and provided to your investigators immediately. 

If you don’t, you may want to think about implementing such software. 

 Identify the contact information for your bank in case your banking 

credentials have been compromised. 

 (Optional but often useful) Identify the contact information for a good 

public relations firm. If you are not required to make the breach public, you 

may not need one, but if it does go public, you may need to do some quick 

damage control. Your insurance coverage may provide for this, in which 

case the insurance company will put you in contact with the appropriate 

firm. 

 How will you handle any contact with clients and third parties, 

remembering that you may wish not to “reveal all” (if notice is not 

required) and yet need to achieve some level of transparency? Be 

forewarned that this is a difficult balance. You will feel like the victim of a 

data breach, but your clients will feel as though you have breached their 

trust in you. A data breach that becomes public can cause a mass exodus of 

clients so work through your notification planning with great care. Be wary 

of speaking too fast before facts are fully vetted – this is a common 

mistake, trying to limit the damage and actually increasing it as the scope of 

the breach turns out to be far greater or different than first known. 

 How will you handle informing employees about the incident? How will 

you ensure that the law firm speaks with one voice and that employees do 



 

 

not spread information about the breach in person or online? How will your 

social media cover the breach, if at all? 

 If you have a data breach notification law in your state (and almost all do), 

put it right in the plan along with compliance guidelines. You may be 

required to contact your state Attorney General. These laws vary widely so 

be familiar with your own state law. Also, determine whether other states’ 

breach notice laws may apply – residences of employees or clients, location 

of remote offices, etc. Make sure that the relevant data breach regulations 

are referenced in the plan and attached to it. 

 Identify any impacted data that is covered by other legal obligations like 

HIPAA or client contractual requirements and comply with notice 

requirements. 

 Conduct training on the plan. Make sure that everyone understands the 

plan and their role under it.  

 Test the plan. This can range from a quick walk through of hypothetical 

incidents to a full tabletop exercise. Include contacts with external 

resources to make sure that everything is up to date. This will help to make 

everyone familiar with the plan and to identify areas that should be revised.  

 Does the breach require that IT and information security controls and 

policies be updated or changed? Does what you learned from the breach 

require that the IRP itself be revised? The IRP should mandate at least an 

annual review even without an incident. 

 

Prepare now! The new mantra in security is that businesses (including law firms) 

should prepare for when they will suffer a data breach, not for if they may suffer 

a breach. This requires security programs that include detection, response and 

recovery, along with identification and protection of data and information assets. 

Successful response requires an effective Incident Response Plan. Attorneys who 

are prepared for a breach are more likely to survive and limit damage. Those who 

are unprepared are likely to spend more money, lose more time, and suffer more 

client and public relations problems.  



 

 

New Developments 

The Legal Services Information Sharing and Analysis Organization (LS-ISAO) 

Services was launched in 2015 with the help of the financial services industry 

whose 15-year-old Financial Services Information Sharing and Analysis Center (FS-

ISAC) is considered one of the most mature ISAC/ISAO groups today. 

Applications to become members of the group were sent to about 200 law firms 

(mostly large firms) - membership is $8000 per year. This is obviously a work in 

progress, and unlikely to help solo, small and midsize law firms. 

ISACs and ISAOs provide an official mechanism for sharing information about the 

latest cyberattacks and threats spotted targeting specific industries, for instance, 

and include databases of the threats and vulnerabilities for their members, as well 

as provide conferences and other ways for members to interact and share their 

experiences to better collaborate in fighting cybercrime and cyber espionage 

actors. Among the industries with ISACs and ISAOs are the aviation, the defense 

industrial base, emergency services, IT, maritime, nuclear energy, real estate, 

public transportation, retail, and water utilities. 

Initially, the LS-ISAO will offer members access to intel-sharing list servers with 

threat information and advisories from vendors and government agencies as well 

as member-to-member threat sharing and other resources. Ultimately, it will 

evolve to offer portal services for members to securely and anonymously share 

threat intelligence, as well as the Holy Grail of intel-sharing - automating the use 

of the information into the member's internal security tools and networks. 

Just as were writing these materials, the U.S. House and the U.S. Senate approved 

controversial cybersecurity legislation buried within a $1.1 trillion government 

spending agreement that was needed to prevent a government shutdown. In fact, 

apparently all kinds of legislation is buried in that bill. Seems to happen way too 

often. 

The bill passed the House on December 18th with a vote of 316-113, and was 

quickly approved by the Senate with a 65-33 vote the same day. The 

Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act (CISA) has been contentious since the 

beginning of its life . . .  



 

 

“Chief information officers are not excited about this,” Matthew Green, a 

cryptographer and professor at Johns Hopkins University told SCMagazine.com. 

“They are saying, we don't want anything to do with this.” 

While CISA includes providing liability relief for companies sharing data with 

government agencies, many multinational corporations are concerned about 

reputational risk, especially as they try to navigate international issues such as 

Safe Harbor, which was ruled invalid by the European Commission in October. 

“How that is all going to be resolved?” asked Green. “I have no idea, but it is the 

last thing that tech firms want to deal with right now.” 

The act creates a voluntary cybersecurity sharing process allowing the public and 

private sectors to share information on cyber threats and attacks with the federal 

Department of Homeland Security without legal liability issues and while 

protecting private information. Companies would be required to review and 

remove any personally identifiable information unrelated to cyber threats before 

sharing information with the government. 

Some industry groups, such as banking, have groups for sharing information 

about online threats, but the bill seeks to increase sharing, especially with 

government agencies, said David Ries, a member at Clark Hill PLC. 

The key, he said, is “striking a balance between information the federal 

government really needs for a coordinating role and security, and not giving them 

too much that identifies unnecessary private details or business information.” 

Many readers will recognize Dave as a frequent source of RTL stories - and our 

regular co-author. 

The bill is “dangerous” for giving intelligence agencies too much authority, and it 

does not go far enough to address existing problems such as unencrypted files, 

out-of-date software and user errors, said the Electronic Frontier Foundation, a 

San Francisco nonprofit that advocates for Internet privacy. 

“CISA — and its amendments — do not even begin to address these serious 

problems,” the foundation said in a statement. “Instead, they mandate 

information sharing with the intelligence community, creating even more 

cyberspying.” 



 

 

Does CISA balance privacy with the need for cybersecurity? We shall see. 

  



 

 

 

The New Mantra in Cybersecurity: Detect and Respond 
by Sharon D. Nelson, Esq. and John W. Simek 

© 2015 Sensei Enterprises, Inc.  

The Old Mantra 

Keep the barbarians at bay. In a more innocent time, we really thought we could 

keep the barbarians outside the walls that guard our data. Alas, those days are 

gone. 

For years, the emphasis was on preventing villains – cybercriminals, state-

sponsored agents, business espionage spies and hackers – out. We went from 

fairly simple anti-virus software to sophisticated anti-virus software and, finally, 

to enterprise anti-malware software security suites. 

The products got better and better and better. Sadly, what we learned is that all 

the would-be intruders were not only matching the good guys step for step, they 

were outpacing them. 

It took a surprisingly long time for everyone to “get it” – but in the end, we 

realized that if the bad guys are smart enough and target a particular entity, they 

are going to successfully scale the walls we built to keep them out. And with that 

realization, “detect and respond” became the new watchwords in cybersecurity. 

Mind you, we are still trying to keep the bad guys out – that is our first line of 

defense. But now that we know that our first line of defense is a Maginot Line for 

sophisticated attackers, we have moved forward in our thinking. 

The NIST Cybersecurity Framework 

In February of 2014, we had begun moving forward toward securing our data and 

the physical infrastructure protecting it when the National Institute of Standards 

and Technology released Cybersecurity Framework Version 1.0. 

The framework provides a structure that organizations, regulators and customers 

can use to create, guide, assess or improve comprehensive cybersecurity 

programs. This came as a result of Executive Order 12636, issued in February of 

2013, which called  for “the development of a voluntary, risk-based Cybersecurity 

Framework—a set of existing standards, guidelines and practices to help 



 

 

organizations manage cyber risks. The resulting framework, created through 

public-private collaboration, provides a common language to address and manage 

cyber risk in a cost-effective way based on business needs, without placing 

additional regulatory requirements on businesses.” 

The framework allows organizations—regardless of size, degree of cyber risk or 

cybersecurity sophistication—to apply the principles and best practices of risk 

management to improve the security and resilience of critical infrastructure. 

The document is called “Version 1.0” because, much like our Constitution, it is 

supposed to be a “living” document which will be updated to reflect new 

technology and new threats - and to incorporate “lessons learned.” 

Here is where you find the magic words of the document, “identify, protect, 

detect, respond and recover” that should shape any law firm’s cybersecurity 

program. 

“Identify and protect” was where we started in the early days of cybersecurity – 

and while those words are still important, “detect and respond” have surged 

forward  as a new focus – along with, of course, recovering from security 

breaches – no easy task. It is especially tough if you don’t know you’ve been 

breached – and the average victim has been breached for seven months or more 

before the breach is discovered! 

What Does “Detect and Respond” Mean for Law Firms? 

It means rethinking how you approach security of your data. Now that you know 

that you can’t keep a determined intruder out, you know you need to detect 

them once they’ve penetrated your network. So you need technology and 

software that will help you detect that you’ve had what is called, in polite circles, 

“a cybersecurity event” – translate that to “a breach.” 

As you can imagine, you want to know of these “events” as soon as possible so 

you can take action. Today, there are technology solutions that identify 

“anomalies” in your network (things that are outside the norm) or that look for 

executables that are unknown but are behaving like malware or some other form 

of cyberattack. While such solution may be beyond the need or the budget of 

solos and very small firms, you don’t have to be very large to start considering 

heading down this road – the risks of not doing so are simply too great. 



 

 

Some of these solutions include data loss prevention (DLP) software and 

appliances, electronic content management systems (ECMs) and Security Event 

Management systems (SEMS). When you meet with someone who can explain 

the various solutions to you, brew a pot of expresso – you’re going to need to be 

highly focused to understand how one solution differs from another – this is really 

cutting edge technology that changes from month to month (if not day to day). 

As for your response to your incident, that may vary. After the initial panic, you 

will want your in-house or outside technology consultants (and you are likely to 

need digital forensics technologists, who are more familiar with data breach 

investigations) to take a look at the situation and see what they can determine. 

They can also, once they understand what has happened, figure out how to “plug 

the hole” and otherwise mitigate the breach. Remediation of whatever caused 

the breach is key. 

Hopefully, you already have an incident response policy and plan in place, no 

matter how big or small you are. For all but the smallest firms, there should also 

be an incident response team in place to implement the plan. At a minimum, you 

should have already identified who will be involved along with their appropriate 

role. 

In all probability, you will want to call a lawyer familiar with data breach laws who 

can advise you on complying with any of the 46 state data breach notification 

laws. And if there is data protected by federal law (such as HIPAA data), you’ll 

need advice on that front too. 

Finally, one of the first pieces of advice you are likely to be given is to call the FBI. 

While that is anathema to most law firms, it is the appropriate course of action. 

Remember that the FBI makes no public statements about these investigations 

and doesn’t show up in flak jackets or otherwise make a public display of your 

“cybersecurity event. 

The ABA Cybersecurity Resolution 

The ABA has weighed in on cybersecurity concerns, always a sign that the states 

may follow. On August 12, 2014, the ABA House of Delegates passed, without 

opposition, a new cybersecurity resolution, Resolution 109, which reads as 

follows: 



 

 

RESOLVED, That the American Bar Association encourages private and public 

sector organizations to develop, implement, and maintain an appropriate 

cybersecurity program that complies with applicable ethical and legal obligations, 

and is tailored to the nature and scope of the organization, and the data and 

systems to be protected. 

You might be forgiven for thinking as you read the resolution, “Wow, that really 

says a whole bunch of nothing.” And you’d be right – it is really a cautionary 

resolution intended to raise awareness. 

There is a back story to the resolution, which was, in its original format much 

longer. The original resolution appeared to command all law firms, large and 

small, to come up with a cybersecurity program that met national and 

international standards. 

This met with fierce opposition from a number of ABA entities, including our own 

Law Practice Division. The resolution was submitted by the ABA Cybersecurity 

Legal Task Force and the Section of Science & Technology Law. 

In answer to the controversy, the language of the Resolution (which stands on its 

own and is not governed by the accompanying Report) was watered down to the 

tepid version above. At the behest of other entities, language in the Report was 

also changed to make it clear that the Resolution was not attempting to make a 

change in lawyers’ ethical duties and to add language recognizing that smaller 

firms could not be expected to adopt a program that made no sense considering 

their size and budget constraints. 

Clearly, for small firms, the international and national standards cited in the 

Report appeared fearsome. There are standards for smaller firms. 

The report states: “Small organizations, including small law firms and solo 

practitioners, can prioritize key cybersecurity activities and tailor them to address 

the specific needs that have been identified.” For help with this, you might check 

out NIST Interagency Report 7621: Small Business Information Security: The 

Fundamentals.” Written in 2009, it’s a bit dated, but many fundamentals remain 

the same. 



 

 

Remember that the Resolution governs – not the Report. So if you hear a vendor 

quoting from the Report to get you to buy something, don’t think the Report 

operates to set standards you must meet. 

One Last Shot Across the Bow 

While it is true that “Detect and Respond” has set off a hue and cry, never forget 

that it is best for your law firm if you really can keep the barbarians outside the 

gates. We were reminded of this as we were writing this column– a news article 

appeared on our newsfeeds telling us that another law firm had suffered a data 

breach after a firm backup disk (apparently unencrypted) had been stolen from an 

employee’s locked car trunk. The best defense we currently have to protect law 

firm data is encryption. “Detect and Respond” is a mantra you need to adopt but 

don’t make the mistake of failing to adequately protect your data. Encryption is a 

law firm’s best friend when it comes to risk management. If you haven’t deployed 

encryption everywhere, now is the time. As a point of interest, Google is marching 

full steam ahead with its encrypt everything program. That’s a good cue that you 

should be doing the same thing. 

The authors are the President and Vice President of Sensei Enterprises, Inc., a legal technology, 

information security and digital forensics firm based in Fairfax, VA. 703-359-0700 (phone) 

www.senseient.com 

 

 

 

  



 

 

The Scourge of Law Firms:  
Ransomware That Encrypts Your Data  

by Sharon D. Nelson and John W. Simek 

© 2015 Sensei Enterprises 

Remember the good old days of ransomware? You would get an e-mail saying that 

you owed the IRS money and could pay it via a helpfully included link. Lots of 

people did this because it was only a couple of hundred dollars. And who wants to 

duke it out with the IRS? The same dull-witted people fell for the e-mail claiming 

that someone at your home had downloaded music or movies illegally (much more 

likely true than the first scenario) and you needed to pay a fine so no one would 

come after you (or your spouse/child) for a much greater sum. Again, the price was 

relatively small and many people paid. 

The likelihood that a lawyer would fall for these primitive versions of ransomware 

was small. Fast forward to the days of Cryptolocker which began in 2013. This 

ransomware Trojan attacked computers running Microsoft Windows, propagating 

itself by getting a user to click on an attachment or a link contained in an e-mail. 

Click on the link or attachment and “Winner, Winner, Chicken Dinner” the 

malware invisibly downloaded and began to encrypt your files. The malware 

encrypted files stored locally on the computer system as well as on any mapped 

network drives, such as those files on your server, connected flash drives and other 

external USB drives.  

Some of the more current versions of ransomware not only target devices that 

appear as drive letters, but also encrypt any network shares. This means that even 

UNC (Universal Naming Convention) pathing is subject to encryption. For those 

less familiar with UNC, it is accessing files using a \\server\share\file_path 

convention instead of a drive letter. 

You then got a message on your screen indicating that you would be given the 

decryption key to unlock your data for a reasonable sum of $300-$500 – no checks 

or credit cards though – the payment of choice was and still is usually bitcoins.  

Curiously enough, there has been considerable honor amongst this brand of 

criminal who normally provide the decryption key once the ransom is paid. Not 

100% but most victims report that they did get the decryption key, though it took 

them as much as a week to decrypt all their data. 

Before we understood Cryptolocker well, many backups (especially in solo and 

small firms) were engineered in such a way that they too were easily infected and 



 

 

encrypted. This immediately caused IT folks to re-engineer backups so that they 

were not vulnerable to attack by ransomware meaning that you could restore the 

encrypted files from your backup and not pay the ransom. But we still regularly see 

backups that have not been re-engineered endangering all of the law firm’s files. 

The simple solution for most solo/small firm lawyers? Unplug the external USB 

hard disk after the backup job completes. Another solution is to use agent-based 

backup implementations. This is our customary solution. 

After some period of time, standard enterprise level security suites began to get a 

handle on Cryptolocker (and its variants) and were able to detect and stop the 

malware from infecting machines. We began to see a lot less of Cryptolocker. 

But along came Cryptolocker’s evil cousin, Cryptowall, and the fight to defeat 

Cryptowall – (and all its variants) has proven to be much harder. Frankly, it has 

had many IT consultants tearing their hair out. Criminals have gotten smarter too, 

often spoofing sender e-mail addresses that make the recipient think they are 

receiving the e-mail from a court or a reputable law firm. And the English and 

grammar are much better too! 

The Symantec 2015 Internet Security Threat Report has a lot of meat to digest, 

including the stat that ransomware (the general kind) increased by 113% in 2014. 

That's bad enough but what made us reel was the finding that ransomware that 

encrypts your data and demands money to provide the decryption key rose by 

4000% in 2014. That’s one heck of a percentage! 

This is consistent with the deluge of calls we received in 2014 (and 2015) about 

data encrypted by ransomware. It is a scourge which shows no sign of abating. 

Standard enterprise security suites have been unable to slow the tsunami of 

variants, especially the Cryptowall variants. 

Herewith, some guidance on how to fight ransomware, particularly for solo and 

small firms who cannot afford the wallet-busting protections that large firm utilize. 

As we say all the time, THERE IS NO SILVER BULLET THAT PROTECTS 

AGAINST ALL RANSOMWARE. Sadly, new variants are released every day. 

Besides making sure that your backup is properly engineered as described above, 

you need a high quality enterprise security suite installed.  We like Trend Micro 

and Kaspersky, but there are many good suites to choose from - talk to your IT 

consultant. 



 

 

Let’s suppose, in spite of all you do, that you do get hit by ransomware. Do you 

have a plan for proceeding? Do you have cybersecurity experts to call in? Do you 

know what your insurance will and will not cover? And remember that no plan 

survives first contact with the enemy, so be prepared to revise the plan on the fly. 

You might check out CryptoPrevent, software which offers the ability to prevent 

(in large measure) Windows computer systems from infection by ransomware. 

This software is relatively inexpensive, costing $15 or less per computer depending 

on the number of licenses needed. The configuration of this software has to be 

customized for each client, depending on the applications that will need to be 

allowed to run on your systems - this requires input from you. It will take some 

amount of time and money as each computer is manually configured.  

Another “no software cost” alternative is to configure Windows policies to achieve 

the same operational restrictions that CryptoPrevent provides. CryptoPrevent is 

automatically updated, whereas the “no software cost” solution is static. You see 

the trade-off. 

At ABA TECHSHOW, we asked our very knowledgeable faculty colleague, IT 

consultant Ben Schorr, about CryptoPrevent and he noted that clients 

(understandably) don’t like the manual intervention required by CryptoPrevent to 

whitelist applications. He had especially run into problems where automated 

software updates were not permitted by CryptoPrevent, requiring more manual 

work. Ben shook his head and commiserated with us on the difficulty of advising 

solo and small firms on how best to defend themselves against this kind of 

ransomware while keeping costs down. 

We became aware recently of four law firms that were successfully attacked by a 

Cryptowall variant in one month in Northern Virginia. Given that, we have begun 

recommending the installation of CryptoPrevent – or at least making clients aware 

that it exists so they can make the money/aggravation vs. risk decision. We warned 

firms that you may get “pushback” from employees who are accustomed to 

installing any software they want. CryptoPrevent has proven to be quite effective 

by disallowing the installation and execution of software unless it has been 

whitelisted. You must determine for yourself if the risk of infection is high enough 

that you believe this kind of precaution is warranted, even as we tell you that no 

solution has been 100% effective. 

The most common way that law firms get ransomware? Employees click on an 

attachment or a malicious link in an e-mail. This brings us to another important 



 

 

point: One of the most often-overlooked aspects of an organization’s security 

readiness is end-user training. It is just as important that your employees know 

what not to click on as it is to have security software installed to help prevent these 

types of malware outbreaks. Your best bet is to train your employees - every year - 

what NOT to click on and to educate them about the indicators that they might see 

which should cause them to question whether the e-mail is suspect. And this is 

something law firms steadfastly refuse to do. Some firms cite the training cost 

(pretty minimal compared to the risk in our judgment) and others cite the loss of 

billable time. We have a slide in one of our PowerPoints that says simply, 

“Training, training, training – oh, have we mentioned training?” You can see 

where we come down on that issue. 

We live in a world where half of the people think  “the cloud” is impacted by 

weather and where National Park Service rangers report that one of the questions 

they are asked most frequently is “Why were so many Civil War battles fought in 

National Parks?”  Very basic security education can go a long way toward 

defeating ransomware and other security demons. 

To conclude - check out the possibility of installing CryptoPrevent along making it 

a part of your overall business information security protection, which also should 

include your firewall, IDS/IPS device, physical security, securely-engineered 

backup, security awareness training, etc. 

Don’t think you can wish this problem away. The new breed of ransomware is a 

devilish adversary! 

The authors are the President and Vice President of Sensei Enterprises, Inc., a legal technology, 

information security and digital forensics firm based in Fairfax, VA. 703-359-0700 (phone) 

www.senseient.com 

  



 

 

What Will You Do When Your Law Firm Is Breached? 
by Sharon D. Nelson, Esq. and John W. Simek 

© 2015 Sensei Enterprises, Inc. 

Note that we did NOT title this article, “What Will You Do If Your Law Firm is 

Breached?” The reason is simple – experiencing a data breach is not an “if” – it is 

a “when.” Just ask the IRS and the Office of Personnel Management. Mind you, 

their approach to information security was sloppy. Lawyers cannot afford, 

ethically, to have slipshod security when protecting confidential data. 

Incident Response Plans 

We have often written about steps to secure your data but this time we are 

stressing that it is imperative that you are ready for a data breach. This means you 

need a plan, which tends to be called an Incident Response Plan (IRP), often 

focused on data breaches but “incidents” can refer to responding to ransomware, 

fighting attempted hacks or an insider accessing data without authorization. 

Most large firms now have these plans in place, but many smaller firms do not. 

More and more, we are seeing clients and insurance companies asking to see your 

Incident Response Plan. In the face of ever-escalating data breaches, now is a 

good time to come up with a plan. After all, football teams don’t get the playbook 

on game day! 

The problem with all plans is that they don’t survive first contact with the enemy. 

That’s ok. Far worse is having no plan at all and reacting in panic with no structure 

to guide your actions. We see that all the time – the first hour you spend with a 

client after they know they’ve been breached is often called “the upchuck hour.” 

It is not a happy time. 

Don’t go in search a template IRP. No two law firms are set up exactly the same 

and all have different business processes, network infrastructures and types of 

data. You need a plan customized to fit your firm – the smaller you are, the 

shorter the plan is likely to be. While a book could be written about IRPs, we are 

going to give you a condensed and, we hope, digestible overview. 

The Elements of an IRP 

 Name the position titles which will be responsible for the functions listed in 

the IRP. Don’t use names since people come and go. You need a 



 

 

broad-based team if you are a firm of any size – management, IT, 

information security, human resources, compliance, marketing, etc. Have a 

conference call bridge line identified in case a breach happens at night or 

on the weekends and include home/cell phone numbers and personal as 

well as work e-mail addresses. This list will need to be updated regularly as 

people join or leave the firm. 

 Identify the contact information for a good data breach lawyer – many 

large firms now have whole departments working with data breaches. 

Don’t think you can handle this without an attorney who specializes in data 

breaches. Your data breach lawyer (if you selected a good one) will be an 

invaluable quarterback for your IRP team – and he or she may be able to 

preserve under attorney/client privilege much of the information related to 

the breach. 

 Identify the location of your insurance policy (which darn well better cover 

data breaches). You need to make sure you are covered before you start 

and list the insurer’s contact information because you are going to need to 

call your insurer as soon as you are aware of a possible breach. 

 Identify the contact information for law enforcement – perhaps your local 

FBI office – often the first folks called in. 

 Identify the contact information for the digital forensics company you 

would want to investigate and remediate the cause of the breach. 

Generally, you will have been breached for six months or more before you 

discover the breach – it will take time to unravel what went on. You’ll want 

to know if all data that should have been encrypted was indeed encrypted 

in transmission and in storage. If it was, this may lessen your notification 

burden. Identify any PII (Personally Identifiable Information) that may have 

been compromised. 

 If you have intrusion detection or data loss prevention software, those logs 

should be provided to your investigators immediately and preserved. If you 

don’t, you may want to think about implementing such software. 

 Identify the contact information for your bank in case your banking 

credentials have been compromised. 

 (Optional but often useful) Identify the contact information for a good 

public relations firm. If you are not required to make the breach public, you 



 

 

may not need one, but if it does go public, you may need to do some quick 

damage control. Your insurance coverage may provide for this, in which 

case the insurance company will put you in contact with the appropriate 

firm. 

 How will you handle any contact with clients and third parties, 

remembering that you may wish not to “reveal all” and yet need to achieve 

some level of transparency? Be forewarned that this is a difficult balance. 

You will feel like the victim of a data breach, but your clients will feel as 

though you have breached their trust in you. A data breach that becomes 

public can cause a mass exodus of clients so work through your notification 

planning with great care. Be wary of speaking too fast before facts are fully 

vetted – this is a common mistake, trying to limit the damage and actually 

increasing it as the scope of the breach turns out to be far greater than first 

known. 

 How will you handle informing employees about the incident? How will you 

ensure that the law firm speaks with one voice and that employees do not 

spread information about the breach in person or online? How will your 

social media cover the breach, if at all? 

 If you have a data breach notification law in your state (and almost all do), 

put it right in the plan along with compliance guidelines. You may be 

required to contact your state Attorney General. These laws vary widely so 

be familiar with your own state law. 

 If you have HIPAA, HITECH or other regulated data that may be impacted, 

make sure the relevant data breach regulations are referenced in the plan 

and attached to it. 

 Does the breach require that IT and information security policies be 

changed? Does what you learned from the breach require that the IRP itself 

be revised? The IRP should mandate an annual review even without an 

incident. 

Dress rehearsals 

Yes, you do want to rehearse for a data breach. Add and subtract factors. Add a 

terrorist threat, subtract key personnel who are on a cruise, yada, yada. This is 

most often done as a tabletop exercise, one that should take place at least 

annually. 



 

 

You will find that your needs and responses to a breach may evolve over time. For 

instance, as ransomware saw a 4000% increase in 2014, it became apparent that 

many back-up systems needed to be re-engineered so that they wouldn’t be 

impacted by Cryptolocker, CryptoWall and their many variants. The threats will no 

doubt morph over time – as will the defenses. 

Employee training 

Make no mistake about it. The most successful attack against law firms is spear 

phishing - a targeted attack where the attacker has done some reconnaissance. 

They may know what cases you’re involved in, who the opposing counsel is, the 

nickname of a senior partner, etc. This makes it easy to send what looks like a 

“genuine” e-mail, which in reality contains a malicious hyperlink or an 

attachment. 

Training employees to be skeptical and to refrain from being click happy and to 

think about the e-mail they see in their Inbox is invaluable. We’ve seen firms 

which have successfully avoided a breach simply because an employee had 

enough sense to question whether a very well-done phishing e-mail was real. 

If you question the monies spent on training or the loss of billable time, stack 

those costs up against the financial damage of a data breach and you’ll see the 

absolute need for annual training. According to Verizon’s 2015 Data Breach 

Investigations Report, almost 30% of data security incidents were due to human 

error. Persuaded yet? 

Vendor Management 

This could be the subject of an entire article, but just take our word for it. The 

security of third party vendors that have “hooks” into your network is critical for 

you to understand. Just ask Target which got compromised because an HVAC 

contractor was breached and the contractor had administrator access to Target’s 

network. Make sure you understand a vendor’s information security and don’t 

permit vendors to have access to any data they don’t need. A vendor 

management policy is now a key law firm policy – we only started seeing these in 

the last year or two. If you don’t have one, this too should be high on your priority 

list. 

Final words 

We recently read a white paper which was entitled, “Breach Preparation: Plan for 



 

 

the Inevitability of Compromise.” It occurred to us that lawyers are very resistant 

to that idea, sometimes worried about cost or maybe just burying their heads in 

the sand and hoping that no bad guys zero in on them. While a data breach is 

indeed a nightmare, you are far more likely to survive it if you have a plan. This is 

not the time to be sanguine that you can survive hacking attempts when so many 

mighty entities have fallen victim. 

Complacency and inaction are not your friends. Lawyers love risk management. 

The surest pathway to data breach risk management is to be prepared. 

 

The authors are the President and Vice President at Sensei Enterprises, Inc., a digital forensics, 

information security and legal technology firm based in Fairfax, VA. 703-359-0700 (phone) 703-

359-8434 (fax) sensei@senseient.com, http://www.senseient.com.    

  



 

 

 

 

Recent Egregious Data Breaches: How They Happened 
by Sharon D. Nelson and John W. Simek 
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We should be grateful for other peoples’ data breaches – they help us to improve our own security. In 

our breach-a-day world, we seem to have more data breaches than ever. They come fast and furious – 

rare is the day when we don’t hear of one or more breaches on the evening news or through online 

media. Attack vectors change constantly – those of us in information security have a deep sense of 

humility in the face of constant changes in threats as well as technology, policies and training to defend 

against those threats. 

Herewith, a few of the famous data breaches of 2015 (and one from 2014) with lessons to be learned 

from how they happened. 

Office of Personnel Management 

This was probably the most controversial breach of 2015. In May, the federal Office of Personnel 

Management (OPM) reported a breach affecting 4.2 million current and former federal employees. A 

few days later, it revealed a second breach (lesson here: don’t speak too quickly about data breach 

specifics). The second breach brought the number impacted to 22 million people who had applied for 

government jobs or security clearances. Data from some applicants’ family members was also 

compromised. The data taken included names, addresses, names of relatives, employment histories and 

health care histories. There was a lot of talk about the fact that 5.6 million digital fingerprints were 

compromised, giving rise to concern about the security of biometrics. Members of law enforcement, the 

intelligence community and the federal court system were all impacted. Some of the data included 

information on peoples’ sex lives, drug and alcohol problems and debts, all of which could be used for 

blackmail. 

The press confirmed through multiple sources that the government had concluded that China was 

behind the hack. But it declined to overtly accuse China because revealing technical details of how they 

attributed the breach to China would tip off hackers to the ways that American intelligence agencies 

track them. 

Computer security firm CrowdStrike, which has close ties to U.S. law enforcement, said it had traced the 

breach to hackers it said were “affiliated with the Chinese government,” using forensic information from 

the hack provided by the government. The Director of OPM resigned. 

The breach went undetected for 343 days – it was ultimately discovered when anomalous SSL traffic and 

a decryption tool were observed within the network. 

Though the U.S. has not talked publicly about how the breach happened, U.S. Department of Homeland 

Security official Andy Ozment testified that the attackers had gained valid user credentials to the 

systems they were attacking, likely through social engineering. 



 

 

VTech Holdiings 
This Hong Kong digital company was the victim of one of the year’s biggest hacks in November when its 

Learning Lodge database was compromised, permitting hackers to get adults’ profile information, e-mail 

addresses, passwords, chat logs and audio files - and the names, home addresses, first names and 

birthdates of millions of children and their photographs. Some of the audio recordings were of children’s 

voices from VTech’s Kid Connect, a service that allows parents and kids to chat via a mobile phone app 

and a VTech tablet. The release of the information of children was particularly disturbing and garnered a 

lot of publicity. 

So how did the information of over 6 million people get exposed? According to security researchers, the 

hacker used a SQL injection to gain root access to VTech’s web and database servers. Users’ passwords 

weren’t properly scrambled and hashed. The MD5 algorithm that VTech used had been known to be 

vulnerable for a decade or more. Worse yet, the company stored customers’ security questions and 

answers in plain text, a clear security no-no. The reported hacker said that the entire purpose of the 

hack was to expose the security flaws and said he would not use or publish the data. 

Besides mishandling the data from a security perspective, one wonders why the company needed to 

store this much data to fulfill its business purposes. It is a common problem – storing data one does not 

need, which itself creates a potential vulnerability. 

Anthem 
In February, heath insurer Anthem said that hackers had accessed its servers and downloaded the 

personal data of employees and those who were insured by Anthem. Even those who were not Anthem 

customers may have been impacted because Anthem handles paperwork for smaller insurers. Data 

stolen included names, addresses, birthdates, Social Security numbers, and employment information, 

including salaries. 79 million records were compromised and dumped online – this was the largest data 

breach of 2015. 

This breach occurred because the hackers had gained access to the login credentials of employees with 

system access. How? Reportedly, the credentials were obtained through a watering hole attack. A 

watering hole attack is a security exploit in which the attacker seeks to compromise a specific group of 

end users by infecting websites that members of the group are known to visit. The goal is to infect a 

targeted user's computer and gain access to the network at the target's place of employment. 

In this case the attackers created a bogus domain name “we11point.com” (based on Wellpoint, the 

former name of Anthem). In this cases, the hackers set up subdomains which were designed to mimic 

real services such as human resources, a VPN and Citrix server. By then sending phishing e-mails, users 

may have been lured to infected websites and entered their log-in credentials.  A number of security 

companies believe the hack came from Deep Panda, a Chinese-based hacking group. 

The breach was undetected for nine months and was discovered when a systems administrator noticed 

that a legitimate account was querying internal databases but without the legitimate user’s knowledge. 

There are similarities between this attack and the breach of Premera Blue Cross in 2015, impacting 11 

million people – are they related? Impossible to say, but another bogus domain name “prennera.com” 

was discovered in the Anthem investigation. 



 

 

Pentagon 
In July, alleged Russian hackers hacked an unclassified e-mail server of the Pentagon. U.S. officials 

announced that Russia had launched a “sophisticated cyberattack” against the Pentagon’s Joint Staff 

unclassified e-mail system. The officials added that the cyber-attack compromised data belonging to 

4,000 military and civilian personnel who worked for the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

As the attack was later described a “spear phishing attack”, it doesn’t on the face of it sound all that 

sophisticated. However, Department of Defense officials continued to call it the "most sophisticated" 

cyberbreach in U.S. military history. Officials spent 10 days scrubbing the system and creating mock 

hacking scenarios before giving military personnel access to it again. The spear phishing attack targeted 

the personal information of scores of users. What may have made this attack sophisticated is that the 

hackers used “an automated system rapidly gathered massive amounts of data and within a minutes 

distributed all the information to thousands of accounts on the Internet.” Encrypted social media 

accounts were used to coordinate the attack. If true, that might qualify this attack for the adjective 

“sophisticated.” 

Ashley Madison 

The Ashley Madison dating site breach impacted 37 million people and gave high-value entertainment 

fodder to pundits everywhere. This was an unusual hack, in that it seemed to be rooted in the moral 

convictions of the hackers, called The Impact Team. They wanted the site, whose tagline is “Life is short. 

Have an affair,” to take the site down. They also wanted Avid Life Media’s “EstablishedMen.com” site 

taken down. When the site’s owner refused to take the sites down, the data was made public in spurts. 

The breach was reported in July, and data compromised included e-mails, names, home addresses, 

sexual fantasies and credit card information. All of the user data released on August 18, 2015. More data 

(including some of the CEO's emails) was released on August 20, 2015. The release included data from 

customers who had earlier paid a $19 fee to Ashley Madison to allegedly have their data deleted. It 

turned out to be a boon to divorce lawyers everywhere. No doubt many members were shocked to find 

out that most of the women on the site were “bots” – employees who pretended an interest in an affair 

as part of inducing additional payments to Ashley Madison – and of course users had no clue that they 

had agreed to the use of bots when they accepted the terms of service. 

The data was made vulnerable by a bad MD5 hash implementation. We are not sure how the hack 

actually happened but The Impact Team itself said this: “Nobody was watching. No security. Only thing 

was segmented network. You could use Pass1234 from the internet to VPN to root on all servers.”   

In an interesting side note, as of January 1, 2016 Ashley Madison’s membership has supposedly 

increased by more than 4 million since the breach. Go figure. 

The authors are the President and Vice President of Sensei Enterprises, Inc., a legal technology, 

information security and digital forensics firm based in Fairfax, VA. 703-359-0700 (phone) 

www.senseient.com, snelson@senseient.com; jsimek@senseient.com.  
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The most used method of electronically communicating today is via e-mail. Some may argue that text 

messaging is the number one method and that may be true for the younger generation, but businesses 

are generally communicating with some sort of e-mail service. The issue that we need to tackle is 

whether our electronic communications are secure (or need to be) and how to securely communicate 

when needed. 

Attorneys have an ethical duty to protect the confidentiality of client information. It’s not just the 

written word and paper documents. The duty extends to electronic communications as well. Sending a 

simple e-mail message potentially exposes the contents to interception by the bad guys if not our own 

government. Encryption can protect the electronic communications thereby preserving the 

confidentiality of the information. In addition, digitally signing communications helps ensure the 

authenticity of the sender. Real Estate attorneys in particular will benefit from encrypting e-mail and 

attachments, especially since they deal with a lot of financial and personally identifiable information. 

Since 47 states now have data breach notification laws, you don’t want your law firm to need to comply 

with your state law because you didn’t realize that e-mail encryption is now cheap, easy – and may start 

to be ethically required as a matter of competence. Using e-mail encryption when transmitting sensitive 

data has become a no-brainer. 

Microsoft Exchange Server 
By default, Exchange is configured automatically to attempt to communicate with other servers using 

TLS (Transport Layer Security), which is the successor to SSL. This means that the server-to-server 

communications travel in an encrypted state. You can also configure Exchange so that communications 

between two domains is required to be encrypted using TLS. If the same encryption level does not exist 

between the two domains, the messages are returned and a non-delivery report (NDR) is generated. 

Obviously, this would be a very secure configuration and something that may be considered for use 

between the firm and specific clients. However, implementing such configurations is best left to the 

technology professionals. We are pretty sure we won’t see any attorneys attempting to do this on their 

own. 

Exchange can also be configured to require TLS encryption for the accessing computers. This means that 

any software (e.g. Outlook) must use TLS in order to access a mailbox. Again, your IT person is probably 

better equipped to configure the TLS requirement for client computers. 

E-Mail Encryption 
This topic can be complicated and confusing for most lawyers. We’ll try to simplify how to encrypt 

messages (and any attachments). The data flow is the same as if you were encrypting a file. Instead the 

“file” is an e-mail message. 



 

 

 

Figure 1 

Figure 1 shows the steps (in simplistic form) for encrypting a single message. The sender starts by 

composing their e-mail message is plaintext. When they transmit the message the recipient’s public key 

is used to encrypt the message with the output being unreadable ciphertext. The ciphertext (encrypted 

data) is sent along its merry way destined for the recipient. The recipient then uses their private key to 

decrypt the ciphertext into readable plaintext. The encryption applies to the message contents as well as 

any attachments. 

As you can see, it is extremely important for the sender to have a copy of the recipient’s public key in 

order to make this work. Key exchange and management is one of the challenges when trying to encrypt 

e-mail messages. Since the recipient is the only one with their private key (they better be the only one), 

that is used in decrypting the data, confidentiality is maintained. 

Outlook Messages 
Since the majority of attorneys use Outlook as their e-mail client, we’ll describe the requirements and 

steps to encrypt a message when using Outlook. The first requirement is to have a digital ID, also known 

as a digital certificate. The digital ID helps prove your identity and includes the public and private keys 

needed for encryption. How do you get a digital ID? Just follow the steps below from Outlook: 

1. Click on the File tab 

2. Click Options 

3. Click Trust Center 

4. Under Microsoft Outlook Trust Center, click Trust Center Settings … 

5. On the E-mail Security tab, under Digital IDs (Certificates), click Get a Digital ID … 



 

 

 

Figure 2 

You will then open a browser window where you will have a choice to select a Digital ID provider. Once 

you have selected a provider and obtained your digital ID, follow the providers instructions on how to 

install the digital certificate to your computer. 

Once you have installed your digital ID, you can begin the process of sending an encrypted message 

from Outlook. Create your message and include any attachments you want to send along. Once you are 

ready to send the message, select the Options tab from the Ribbon and then the More Options symbol 

as shown by the arrow in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 



 

 

After selecting the More Options symbol, a Properties dialog box will be presented with additional 

options. Click on the Security Settings … button to display the Security Properties dialog box. Check the 

box for Encrypt message contents and attachments as shown in Figure 4 to encrypt the e-mail. 

 

Figure 4 

Remember we said previously that you need the public key of the recipient(s) in order to encrypt the 

message? If there is a problem with the certificate, therefore the key, you have the option of sending 

the message unencrypted by just clicking the Send Unencrypted button. 

Secure E-mail Services 
There are many providers of secure e-mail. Just do a Google search and all sorts of results will be 

returned. How do they work and what features are important? We can’t possibly cover all the solutions. 

ProtonMail (https://protonmail.ch/) gets high marks and good reviews. It is a complete end-to-end 

encrypted messaging system that does not require any installation. Other highly rated providers include 

4SecureMail.com, ShazzleMail.com and StartMail.com. See if the vendor offers a trial period and if their 

system can integrate in your current e-mail environment with ease. 

Hushmail 
It would be impossible to discuss all the possible options for sending encrypted communications. One 

very popular service is called Hushmail. They have plans for Individuals, Business and HIPAA compliance. 

Hushmail is a web-based e-mail service that provides encrypted communications between parties. While 

Hushmail encrypts e-mail, it is not a totally secure solution. The servers are located in British Columbia, 

Canada, and will comply with any lawful request to access the data. Under normal circumstances they 



 

 

do not store the passphrase that is used for encryption/decryption. However, it may be required to 

store a passphrase for an account identified in an order enforceable in British Columbia, Canada. Like 

the encrypted services of some cloud storage vendors, you need to understand that Hushmail does have 

the ability to access messages even though they are encrypted. 

ZixCorp 
Another service that is worth considering are the e-mail encryption services of Zix Corportation. ZixCorp 

is the only e-mail encryption provider with SOC3/SysTrust certification, SOC2 accreditation and PCI Level 

1, DSS V2.0 certification. The encryption service is easy to install and very simple to use. 

Most attorneys will subscribe to the ZixCorp service through a reseller. The reseller will set up the mail 

flow so that messages in and out are routed through the ZixCorp servers. This is similar to many spam 

and anti-virus services. The user installs an Outlook add-in that provides for one-button-click encryption. 

Compose your message and just click the button to encrypt. Simple, right? The message is then sent to 

the ZixCorp servers. 

If the recipient can receive messages via a TLS connection, the message is delivered to directly to their 

Inbox and is opened it in Outlook with no further processing. If they do not have the ability to receive 

e-mail via TLS, they receive a link to the message on the ZixCorp servers. The recipient will have to 

create a login ID or login to their account if they have already created one. They then retrieve the 

message. In other words, a non-TLS enabled user will be viewing the decrypted messages via a web 

browser once they have logged in. It couldn’t be easier. 

If the message is delivered directly to the recipient’s inbox, the recipient knows that the message was 

secured throughout its journey by the insertion of the ZixCorp graphic at the end of the message. This 

footer message is inserted by Zix for the e-mail that is delivered via a TLS connection. In addition, you 

have the option to set policies where the messages will automatically get encrypted based on message 

content. As an example, you can have a “financial policy,” where Zix scans the e-mail for the inclusion of 

any financial data such as bank account numbers, credit card numbers, routing numbers, etc. If financial 

data exists then Zix will automatically encrypt the e-mail without the user clicking any buttons. You can 

override any policy by clicking on the Send Unencrypted button in the Outlook toolbar. 

Would you use this all the time? Possibly, especially where there are a communications involving a real 

estate transaction. Items such as credit reports, deed transfers, closing documents, etc. could all be 

transmitted by e-mail if the attorney has encryption available. 

Final Words 
Encrypting e-mail is a very powerful tool for an attorney. Not only will encrypting e-mail fulfil your 

ethical duties to protect confidential client information, but it can save you money too. No more taking 

time to meet with clients to obtain signatures or pay courier fees to deliver closing documents. Pack the 

files as attachments to an e-mail message and encrypt away. Easy peasy. And cheap too. 

The authors are the President and Vice President of Sensei Enterprises, Inc., a legal technology, 

information security and digital forensics firm based in Fairfax, VA. 703-359-0700 (phone) 

www.senseient.com    
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Where is the data? 
Before you can protect your data, you need to know where it is. That seems pretty obvious, but a lot of 

lawyers are unaware of all the locations where their data resides. We’re aware that we need to protect 

the data on the disks that exist in our desktop computers, laptops and servers. We know that there may 

be confidential data on external media such as USB hard drives and flash drives. However, many 

attorneys forget about data stored on voicemail systems and their smartphones. Data on backup media 

needs to be protected too. So let’s dive in and get to the basics of protecting your data securely. 

Encryption is Your Friend 
Lawyers tend to cringe when they hear the word “encryption.” To most lawyers, encryption is a dark art, 

full of mathematical jargon and incomprehensible to the average human being. 

When South Carolina suffered a major data breach of taxpayer data, what did Governor Nikki Halley 

say? "A lot of banks don't encrypt. It's very complicated. It's very cumbersome. There's a lot of numbers 

involved with it." Leaving aside the laughable notion that a lot of banks don’t encrypt data, the rest of 

her quote is in keeping with what we hear from lawyers. What we hear always translates into the same 

thing: Encryption is hard. 

So let’s make this more fun with some things you can relate to. 

Encryption is designed to secure data from prying eyes. It keeps secrets secret. Think about your 

childhood. Did you play with invisible ink? Did you watch the mailbox for a magic decoder ring? Perhaps 

you spoke Pig Latin with a sibling so your parents remained clueless about what you were plotting. 

You’ve seen secrets hidden in the movies – remember the World War II Navajo code talkers in 

“Windtalkers?” Cryptography has been featured in many movies, including the National Treasure 

movies, Sneakers and, perhaps most famously, in The Da Vinci Code. 

In the simplest terms, cryptography is the science of secret communication. It involves transmitting and 

storing data in a form that only the intended recipient can read. Encryption is one form of cryptography. 

Encryption is the conversion of data into a form, called a ciphertext (or code), that cannot be easily 

understood by unauthorized people. Decryption is the process of converting encrypted data back into its 

original form (plain text), so it can be understood. 

The goal of encryption (and think how many forms of encryption have been broken) is to make obtaining 

the information too work-intensive or time-intensive to be worthwhile. There is no such thing as perfect 

encryption that can never be broken. In the early days, people carved messages into wood or stone and 

the recipient had the “key” to know how to translate them. Today, cryptography is far more advanced 

and is found in streams of binary code that pass over wired networks, wireless networks and Internet 

communications pathways. 

At the end of the day, encrypting data will keep it secure. Since that is our ultimate goal, let’s cover 

some of the ways that we can encrypt the data whether at rest or in transit. 



 

 

Electronic Communications 
The most used method of electronically communicating today is via e-mail. Some may argue that text 

messaging is the number one method and that may be true for the younger generation, but businesses 

are primarily communicating with some sort of e-mail service. The issue that we need to tackle is 

whether our electronic communications are secure (or need to be) and how to securely communicate if 

needed. 

Gmail 

Many attorneys use Google’s e-mail service for their practice. Google is currently in the process of 

modifying all of its services to provide encryption by default. Documents disclosed by Edward Snowden 

reported that the NSA had tapped the undersea fiber optic cable that runs between two of Google’s 

data centers. The data moving over the fiber was in clear text and being intercepted by the NSA. Ever 

since then, Google has been moving on a forced march to encrypt all of the communications and 

services it provides. 

You may have noticed that search results are now being encrypted by Google. Just do a normal Google 

search. Notice that the URL automatically switches to https:// and the returned results are encrypted. 

Google is doing this to protect the privacy of the returned information. Besides search results, Google is 

forcing https:// connections to Gmail. This will encrypt the communications between your computer and 

Google’s servers. In addition, the default is for Google to use TLS (Transport Layer Security), which is the 

successor to SSL, for server to server communication. 

In June, Google announced a new tool called End-to-End. It’s a Chrome browser extension that will keep 

the data encrypted until the recipient decrypts it. The code is available to those technically inclined and 

uses OpenPGP. Once the Chrome extension is tested and ready for primetime, Google will make it 

available in the Chrome Web Store. 

Microsoft Exchange Server 

By default, Exchange is configured to automatically attempt to communicate with other servers using 

TLS. This means that the server-to-server communications travels in an encrypted state. You can also 

configure Exchange so that communications between two domains is required to be encrypted using 

TLS. If the same encryption level does not exist between the two domains, the messages are returned 

and a non-delivery report (NDR) is generated. Obviously, this would be a very secure configuration and 

something that may be considered between the firm and specific clients. However, implementing such 

configurations is best left to the technology professionals. We are pretty sure we won’t see any 

attorneys attempting to do this on their own. 

Exchange can also be configured to require TLS encryption for clients. This means that any software (e.g. 

Outlook) must use TLS in order to access a mailbox. Again, your IT person is probably better equipped to 

configure the TLS requirement for clients. 

E-Mail Encryption 
This topic can be complicated and confusing for most lawyers. Up to this point, we have discussed ways 

to encrypt the traffic from Outlook to the Exchange server and the communications between servers. 



 

 

But what if you only need to encrypt a single message? The data flow is the same as if you were 

encrypting a file. Instead the “file” is an e-mail message. 

Configuring your e-mail client to send encrypted messages is beyond the scope of this article, but there 

are much easier and less complicated ways to send an encrypted message. A very cost effective solution 

that is worth considering are the e-mail encryption services of Zix Corportation. ZixCorp is the only 

e-mail encryption provider with SOC3/SysTrust certification, SOC2 accreditation and PCI Level 1, DSS 

V2.0 certification. The encryption service is easy to install and very simple to use. 

Most attorneys will subscribe to the ZixCorp service through a reseller. The reseller will setup the mail 

flow so that messages in and out are routed through the ZixCorp servers. This is similar to many spam 

and antivirus services. The user installs an Outlook add-in that provides for one button click encryption. 

Compose your message and just click the button to encrypt. The message is then sent to the ZixCorp 

servers. If the recipient has a secure connection available, such as TLS described above with an Exchange 

server, the message is delivered to their inbox and automatically decrypted when they open it in 

Outlook. If no secure connection is available, they will receive a link to the message on the ZixCorp 

servers. The recipient will have to create a login ID or login to their account if they have already created 

one. They then retrieve the message. In other words, a non-ZixCorp user will be viewing the decrypted 

messages via a web browser once they have logged in. It couldn’t be easier. 

To say that lawyers using Zixcorp are delighted with the simplicity of its use is a vast understatement. No 

need to know the math behind the encryption. All they do is click on an “Encrypt and Send” button. 

Wireless Communications 
Besides protecting e-mail communications, we should protect the transmission of any data over a 

wireless network. There are three methods available to encrypt a Wi-Fi network. WEP (Wireless 

Equivalent Privacy) encryption is very weak and susceptible to interception and cracking. There are 

many free tools available on the Internet to crack WEP encryption is a matter of minutes. The 

message…don’t use WEP encryption. 

A second method for wireless encryption is WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access). WPA has also been cracked 

although it takes a little longer than cracking WEP. The message again…don’t use WPA. The only 

encryption method that has not been broken is WPA2, which is a stronger encryption than WPA or WEP. 

The recommendation is to use only WPA2 for encrypting wireless networks. The increased security of 

the encryption algorithm ensures the confidentiality of the transmitted data. Make sure you check all 

your wireless devices and verify that they are configured for WPA2 encryption. If WPA2 is not available 

for the wireless device, get a replacement device. 

Configuring your wireless access point or wireless router for WPA2 is very simple to do. Access the 

configuration interface for your wireless router. This is normally done by using a web browser and 

entering a specific IP address as the URL. Navigate to the section that deals with wireless security. You 

should see selections for the type of wireless encryption. Typically, the selections will be WEP, WPA or 

WPA2. Make the selection for WPA2. You’ll also need to enter a passphrase for access to the wireless 

network. It is a best practice to make this passphrase complex and long, which follows the same 

recommendations as a login password. You will need to give this passphrase to anyone authorized to 

access your wireless network. 



 

 

If you have a wireless network at home, make sure it is protected as well, especially if you work from 

home! 

Smartphones and Tablets 
The attributes that make smartphones and tablets great productivity tools also make them risky. They 

are mobile, compact, powerful, have large storage capacity, and have multiple avenues of connectivity. 

But they can be lost or stolen, hacked, infected by malware, and have their communications intercepted 

– all exposing confidential data. As discussed previously, encryption is a “no-brainer” solution that 

provides strong protection in the event of loss or theft. On today’s smartphones and tablets, encryption 

is generally easy to set up and use. 

Current iPhones, iPads, Android phones and tablets, BlackBerry devices, and some Windows mobile 

phones all have built-in encryption that is easy to use. It’s either automatic (with a password or PIN) or 

simply requires turning encryption on. 

If you are an iOS user (iPhone, iPod Touch or iPad) all you have to do is configure a PIN as a lock code. 

Once you do that, encryption is automatically enabled on the device. We would highly recommend that 

you NOT use the default 4 digit PIN for an iOS device. There are tolls available (around $200-$300) that 

are specifically designed to crack the 4 digit PIN within minutes to several hours. Turn off simple 

passcodes and use a passphrase or much longer PIN to secure your iOS device. 

Android users just need to go to the settings and check that box to encrypt the device and expansion 

memory card. Make sure that you have your charger connected since the encryption process could take 

some time. If you are still one of those diehard BlackBerry users, you enable encryption by selecting 

content protection or through the security settings on the BlackBerry Enterprise Server. 

Cloud Services 
It seems like everybody is talking about “the Cloud” and what new uses it provides for lawyers and law 

firms. All this talk got us thinking about how little the typical lawyer knows about cloud services. Many 

attorneys can’t really even describe what “the Cloud” is. You would be amazed at how many lawyers 

think “the Cloud” is somehow impacted by the weather. We can’t really blame them - the definitions for 

“the Cloud” are all over the place. Our focus here is security of data held by a cloud service provider and 

data in transit between an attorney or law firm and a cloud service provider. 

Generally, services that are provided in the Cloud are provisioned by technology that is not physically 

located in your office. In other words, it is remote and off-premises. You can certainly own the 

equipment yourself and house it at a datacenter with everything under your control. There are a lot of 

other options for cloud computing as well. You could purchase computing “space” on equipment owned 

and/or operated by someone else. Think of Amazon’s Web Services, where Amazon owns the hardware 

and network and you purchase computing capacity and storage from them. Finally, you can purchase 

application access from the vendor, where it provides all the equipment, network, storage and the 

application software too. Think of Google Docs, where you can create documents on Google’s hardware 

via an Internet connection. 

Probably the first place that lawyers go for cloud services is off-site storage. According to the ABA 2014 

Legal Technology Survey Report, 56% of respondents reported using online storage for law-related 

tasks. The explosion of iPad usage drove hordes of lawyers to Dropbox. Dropbox is the 800 pound gorilla 



 

 

of cloud storage. It seems that software developers provide integration with Dropbox storage before 

any other cloud provider. However, the tide is starting to shift and other providers like Box, OneDrive 

and Google Drive are taking part of the market share from Dropbox. Security is a major concern for 

attorneys and more scrutiny is being placed upon the cloud providers, especially storage providers. 

In addition to storage providers, cloud-based case management applications are very popular. 

Document management is also growing in popularity as lawyers look for ways to reduce their expenses 

and increase productivity. 

Encryption controlled by the end-user can be used to protect the confidentiality of the data since the 

encryption key is only known to the creator of the data. It is also important to make sure the data is 

transferred to the cloud provider over a secure encrypted connection such as https:// and that the cloud 

provider implements strong encryption for data at rest. Finally, no system is secure if you use weak login 

credentials. You should be using a strong password (complexity and length) for authentication and 

enable two factor authentication if available. 

But which cloud storage service should you use? This is a question we get asked quite frequently. All too 

often we hear that law firms and corporations are transmitting client confidential information and even 

evidence via Dropbox. Not a good thing, especially if you have read the terms of service (TOS) instead of 

continually clicking ‘I accept’ and ‘I accept.’ The reality is that most of the cloud storage providers have a 

way to decrypt your data stored on its servers. If you read the TOS for OneDrive, Dropbox, iCloud, Box, 

Google Drive, etc., you will see a provision that states that the cloud provider will turn over the data to 

law enforcement or any other entity if served with proper court documents. This means they can 

decrypt the data in storage. 

The exception and our recommendation is Spider Oak. Spider Oak is a “zero knowledge” service. You 

control the encryption keys when you create your ID and password. Spider Oak can’t decrypt the data 

since there is “zero knowledge” of the encryption key. To securely store your data in any cloud service, 

the user should be the one controlling the encryption key and NOT the vendor. If you want the world to 

see your nude selfies, go ahead and use iCloud - otherwise select a secure storage service. 

There are also “add-on” products such as BoxCryptor or Viivo that can be used to encrypt the data 

before you send it off to the storage provider. These products work by using a user defined encryption 

key to encrypt the data first and then sending it to the storage provider (Dropbox, One Drive, etc.) in an 

encrypted form. This way, the user controls the encryption key and still gets the advantage of using the 

off-site cloud storage provider. 

Securing Documents 
Protecting individual documents is another area of concern for lawyers. Perhaps you need to store a 

confidential document in Dropbox and haven’t obtained one of the pre-encryption services previously 

discussed. You can secure documents and other files very easily. Merely locking the file with a password 

encrypts the contents. Just like other authentication methods, you need to make sure you are using a 

complex password to secure the document. The password should be long (14 characters or more), 

contain lower and upper case letters, contain numbers and perhaps some symbols too. Having a weak 

password makes it fairly easy to achieve a brute force crack. 



 

 

So what files are typically password protected? Putting an open password on any Microsoft Office file 

(e.g. Word document, Excel spreadsheet, PowerPoint presentation, etc.) encrypts the contents. Office 

2010 files are encrypted using AES-128 bit encryption and Office 2013 files are encrypted using AES-256 

bit encryption. Perhaps the increased encryption strength is a good reason to upgrade to Office 2013 if 

you haven’t done so already. Besides Office files, setting an open password for an Adobe Acrobat file 

encrypts the file too. You can encrypt files within a WinZip archive too. 

Encrypting a single file is another way to send confidential information via e-mail. Put the confidential 

data into a Word document and set the open password. The document will be encrypted and can be 

safely sent via e-mail as an attachment. No special e-mail encryption software is required. Just don’t 

send the open password in the same e-mail message. Pick up the phone (what a novel thought) and call 

the recipient to tell them the password. 

Summary 
As you can see, encryption is your friend and will go a long way in making sure that your data is secure 

and safe from prying eyes. Make no mistake about it – more and more clients and insurance companies 

are demanding that law firms use encryption. So all that balderdash about encryption being hard? Those 

days are over. Using encryption is easy – and the ethical way to protect your data and that of your 

clients. 

The authors are the President and Vice President of Sensei Enterprises, Inc., a legal technology, 

information security and digital forensics firm based in Fairfax, VA. 703-359-0700 (phone) 

www.senseient.com 

 


